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. /Votes and eommcut
.. Time for What?
We have read, with respect
a n d sympathy, Mr. William
~ Faulkner's plea for a "go-slow"
policy of racial integration in
the South. As a matter of fact,
we had written an editorial for
~last month's issue in which we
expressed the hope that coun~els of moderation might pre.; vail both in the North and in
-1 the South, and that integration
might be accomplished with a
"'minimum of pain for those who
honestly fear it.
We killed that editorial be-+ cause it has become apparent
that the Negro-hating dinosaurs
in the South, a very small per~ centage of the totaJ citizenry,
stand ready to use any and all
methods to "keep the Negro in
his place." Within the past two
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months, they have employed
economic pressure, they have
prostituted courts, they have
threatened p h y s i c a 1 violence,
they have even committed murder. And some of their leaders
boast that all this is only the
beginning.
It is claimed that you can't
legislate morality or a change in
mores. But a government which
claims sovereignty over its territory most certainly can legislate outward obedience to its
laws, and it can use the power
of the sword to enforce that
obedience. In no instance is government more solemnly obligated to assert its powers than when
those powers protect the rights
and liberties of its citizens.
The South has had ninety
years to adjust its thinking to
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the fact that the Negro is, in this
country, a citizen possessed of
all of the right, privileges, and
immunities of American citizenship. Why, then, this plea to "go
slow", to "give us time"? Time
for what? Time to organize a
new and more effective Ku Klux
Klan? Time to solidify the
strength of the White Citizens'
Council? Time to devise new
subterfuges?
These lines are being written
by a native of the border region
between South and North. We
love the South and we know
well enough that the Southerner
has his reasons for wanting the
Negro kept in his place. But we
know also that there can be no
permanent place in our society
for second-class citizens. Sooner
or later, the Negro must ad1ieve
the full dignity of citizenship.
He has waited now for ninety
years. What better prospect is
the South willing to offer him
than Senator James Eastland's
proclamation that the state of
Mississippi will maintain white
supremacy "throughout eternity"?

Collective Leadership
When Stalin died, we expressed in these columns the
opinion that "leadership of the

Soviet state has passed from the
generation of the revolutionaries
to the generation of the oppor- ,_
tunists." We defined the opportunist as "a guy on the make. He
is not satisfied merely to have ,.
power. He wants, somehow or
other, to legitimize his possession of power." And we ventured
4
the guess that "the Russian
Revolution, like all revolutions,
is now in an advanced stage of
going respectable. . . . Perhaps •
the Russian leaders would like
to be received in other lands as
the civilized leaders of a civilized ..
people rather than as brutes and
gangsters maintaining themselves
by the law of the fang over their
wolf pack."
Events of the past three years; land more especially events of
the past four months, seem to
bear out these speculations '"
rather nicely. Khrushchev, Bulganin et al. are types which we
.,hould be able to understand if rwe can understand our own
!corporate, military, and ecclesiastical hierarchies. They are c..
men who quite obviously enjoy
power and the good things that
power provides. They are not ~
revolutionaries obsessed with a
vision. They are the products "I
and the masters of a going con-,.. ~
cern. They will never go to war
1
for a mad dream. If they go to t
war at all, it will be in defense
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of the going concern which
makes them what they are.
' ~ Naturally, a crowd of smooth
operators such as these would
find dirty-necked, haH-civilized
- old Joe Stalin as embarrassing to
,... their pretensions as sorlie of our
crude o I d nineteenth-century
~ robber barons are to their more
genteel grandchildren. And so
- the old boys get a posthumous
f_ .- kick in the pants.
We certainly have no objection to any downgrading of the
_. memory of one of mankind's sorrier specimens, but we can't help
reflecting upon the irony of it
all. Take most of the thrones of
our world, most of the great
fortunes, most of the noble titles
back far enough and you find
' them rooted in the bloody ca., reer of some semi-savage brute or
in the nocturnal activities of
some overly-accomodating young
.~ woman.
History is mercifully
forgetful of origins, but it takes
a while for the memory to grow

..

,.) di~~eanwhile,
r~

the new Soviet
leaders have taken the first step
toward the legitimization of
their power and their status.
I~ Four hundred years from now,
their descendants may derive the
~same quiet sense of good breeding and self-assurance from recalling their descent from one of
Stalin's successors that some of

the better British families derive
from recalling that they had an
ancestor in the army of the Conqueror.

Reflections on Cyprus
If there were oil in England,
there would very probably b~
no Englishmen in Cyprus. The
present sorry situation in that
distressed island is just that
simple and that complicated.
On all grounds except those of
urgent practical n e cess it y,
Cyprus is Greek-Greek in language, Greek in culture, Greek in
loyalties, Greek in the form of
its Christianity. Britain has no
more moral right to be in Cyprus than we had to be on the
Isthmus of Panama back in the
Theodore Roosevelt administration. But when a strong nation
finds a small area essential to
its security, one does not raise
questions of morality.
Or, if one does, one has to take
the question clown to its roots,
and this is a procedure which
we can hardly afford, either, in
the case of Cyprus. Britain must
stay, or try to stay, in Cyprus in
order to safeguard her position
in the Near East, and especially
her interests in the oil of the
Persian Gulf area. We have some
oil interests of our own in that

4
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part of the world, in Saudi
Arabia.
If Mr. Dulles' moralizing ambassadors are going to get fussed
about the way the British are
treating the Cypriots, they might
first explain the morality of our
dealings with the Saudi Arabians. True enough, we are in
Arabia with the approval of the
government of that country. But
who is that government? It is
one family and its hangers-on, a
crowd o( high-living, free-spending megalomaniacs who are
bartering the irreplaceable
wealth of their country for fancy
pa laces, air-conditioned Cadillacs, monstrous harems, a n d
other such trinkets and baubles.
We are not saying that we
ought to get out of Arabia.
What we are saying is that both
we and the British would do
ourselves an awful lot of good if
we would frankly admit the selfishness of our motives in those
parts of the world where we are
frankly pushing our own selfinterest instead of pulling a false
<Jncl hypocritical face over them.
There is probably not a native
citizen between the Indus and
Casablanca who supposes that
we or the British or the French
or the Russians actually give a
hoot for the people who happen to be living in that part of
the world. If we would admit
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that our interests there are
strictly economic and strategic, ~
and motivated entirely by self-,.. ,
interest, they could at least respect us as fellow-sinners obedi- ~
ent to the same lusts that drive _
them. But when we pretend a
human concern which we obvi- ..
ously do not feel, it quite prop- '- •
erly infuriates them. For a hypocrite is an abomination even to -~
other sinners.

Places of l earning

..

1

A colleague has called our at- 1
tention to a fascinating couple 1
of books published and copyrighted by the University of Chicago Press which, like so many 1university press books, seem to .J
have been overlooked by the re- 'WI]
viewers. These books deal with ..
the collegiate origins of American scholars and scientists, and
the conclusion~ at which the
authors arrive are startling.
First, from Origins of Ameri- ~
can Scientists by R.H. Knapp
and H. B. Goodrich, note the <. 1
ranking of American colleges .,
and universities whose baccalaureate graduates of 1924-1934 ~
had by 1952 attained the doc- .i.i
toral level in scientific fields :
1. Reed C o 11 e g e (Portland, ,.. 'Ore.)
2. California I n s t i t u t e of
Technology (Pasadena)

.
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3. Kalamazoo College (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
4. Earlham C o I I e g e (Richmond, Indiana)
5. Oberlin College (Oberlin,
Ohio)
6. University of Massachusetts
(Amherst, Mass.)
7. Hope Co 11 e g e (Holland,
Mich.)
8. DePauw University (Greencastle, Indiana)
9. Nebraska Wesleyan University (Lincoln, Nebr.)
IO. Iowa Wesleyan (Mt. Pleasant, Iowa)
Then, from The Younger
American Scholar: His Collegiate
Origins by R.H. Knapp and J.J.
Greenbaum, note the ranking of
those institutions whose graduates of 1946-1951 had by 1953
won a fellowship, a scholarship,
or a prize of graduate level in
open competition or had attained the doctoral degree in any
field of learning:
I. S w a r t h m o r e
College
(Swarthmore, Pa.)
2. Reed College
3. The University of Chicago
4. Oberlin College
5. Haverford College (Haverford, Pa.)
6. California Ins tit u t e of
Technology
7. Carleton College (Northfield, Minn.)
8. Princeton
U n iver si ty
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(Princeton, N.J.)
9. Antioch College
(Yellow
Springs, Ohio)
10. Harvard University (Cambridge, Mass.)
In the sources quoted, the fifty
leading institutions in each
category are listed. From the
larger lists it is possible to arrive
at a clearer picture of the nature
of the institutions which are setting the intellectual pace in
American education. C e r t a i n
characteristics of these institutions are summarized by the
authors of The Younger Ame?·ican Scholar as follows.
I. Only four of the fifty distinguished institutions are publicly con trolled.
2. The rna jori ty (31) of the
institutions can be classified as
liberal arts colleges.
3. Twelve are universities.
4. The remaining three are
primarily technical schools.
5. Eighteen of the fifty have
some religious affiliation. (A ll
eighteen come from the liberal
arts group of 31 institutions.)
6. The top five schools on the
list are all coeducational institutions.
7. In the first thirteen institutions, the social fraternity system is either extremely weak, inactive, or nonexistent.
8. Despite the large number of
Roman Catholic institutions in

6
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the country, such institutions
have been singularly unproducti~e ~{ scholars, measured by the
cntena employed.
It seems to us that these
studies, and the conclusions to
which they point, are of critical
importance at a time when it is
universally recognized that our
educational institutions are not
measuring up to our demands
upon them, particularly in the
production of scientists. It seems
to us also that they highlight
the need, not as a matter of
charity but of social necessity, of ·
strengthening the private liberal
arts college so that it may continue to do the job which, apparently, the large state-supported institution is not equipped to
do as well. And from our limited personal knowledge of the
institutions listed, we conclude
that it takes a great deal more
than mere physical facilities to
engender scholarship. What is
most urgently needed, it would
appear, is an atmosphere of intellectual curiosity and in tellectual honesty in which student
and instructor meet as fellowseekers after the truth, for its
own sake and not for the sake
of any immediately practical advantage that may be derived
from discovering it.

Arthur or Artos?

To our list of Dreary People,... );
of the Twentieth Century we
add this month the name of •
Henry Treece_, ~nglish poet, _ I
critic, and h1stoncal novelist
whose most recent novel, Th~ ..
Great Captains, has been given
much praise by the reviewers.
~
The burthen of this novel is that King Arthur, of Round •
Table fame, was not a noble,
high-minded, chivalrous defender of the faith at all but a kind
of sixth-century Mafia boss'*
whose right monicker was Artos
the Bear. This Artos was a great
brute of a man, a wencher of
more than local fame, and a 1_
head-basher of note in a day
when head-bashing was by no
means a lost art.

•

What makes the reviewers so
happy about this reconstruction
of Arthur is the fact that it ac- ...
cords so much better with what
appear to be the facts of life
about sixth-century Britain than
did the legend of Arthur and lor
his courtly knights. This was
post-Roman Britain and from
all we can reconstruct of this r
period it was a pretty crude and
raw one. No doubt an Artos
would be just the sort of charac-"'
ter it would take to dominate
the scene, given the situation as
it was.
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Of course, Treece admits that
his Artos may be as false to the
I" ;facts as was Malory's Arthur. He
claims only that Artos fits more
credibly into the period than
_,would an Arthur. And that is a
point which we would like to
dispute with him.
• ' It is hard to estimate how
many people have lived since
' man first began to keep histori• cal records. Maybe something
like six billion people have lived
during historical time. Of that
,. number, how many are remembered? Certainly only very
few, perhaps no more than ten
thousand. One of these was a local chieftain who lived in sixth_., century Britain and to whom
later legend gave the name of
Arthur.
Now why was he remembered
111
when he was perhaps only one of
many local chieftains who domi"" nated small areas of Britain
after the collapse of Roman
-{ power? Was it because he was
~ typical of his kind or was it, perhaps, because he transcended his
times? The twentieth-century
historical novelist, captured by
, the notion that leaders are the
creatures of the mass and of the
times, has to suppose that a
"' sixth-century British chieftain
embodied the characteristics of
his time and his generation, as a
modern prime minister must be
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generally representative of his
nation and his age. But this supposition is based, finally, upon
a11 as~umption. And the assumption is simply one of the byproducts of a faith in democracy.
The person who takes democracy
as only one of several possible
social structures, and thus considers it something less than an
Absolute, is free to make other
assumptions concerning the nature of leadership and the characteristics of men who achieve
leadership.
One such assumption that an
honest man might make is that,
as a matter of fact, the great
figures of the past whose memories are still green in our day
are remembered precisely because they were so uncharacteristic of their day and age. Given
a crude, brutal, disorganized age,
the sort of man who might have
impressed his contemporaries so
strongly that his memory was
handed down in legend might
have been some brave and noble
chieftain, still bathed in the
afterglow of Roman culture and
Christian faith-a throwback, if
you please, to a better and happier age.
Or, perhaps, the legend might
have been woven about deepfelt and unrealized yearnings.
Living in an age of confusion
and uncertainty,. of violence and

8
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decay, men may have built up
little by little the dream-structure of Arthur and Galahad, of
the Grail and many-towered
Camelot as a relief from the awful realities of the world about
them. Voltaire is supposed to
have said that "if God did not
exist, it would be necessary to invent Him." In an age when
courage and high emprise and
chivalry do not exist, it may be
necessary to invent figures who
embody these traits.
At any rate, we think that it is
a very dreary thing Treece has
done, this recasting of Arthur in
the brutish figure of Artos the
Bear. Whoever lies back there
in the faint dawn of English history, his figure is by now too
dim for us to see it with any
real clarity. If we must try to
reconstruct it at all, why should
we not accept the reconstruction
that men much· closer to it in
time have provided for us? Or
must we debunk the legend of
glory so as to make our own
inglorious age tolerable?
Perhaps that is it. A man
writing in modern post-Christian
Eng 1 and about sixth-century
post-Roman E n g 1 a n d might,
quite unintentionally, read into
those grim and darkling years
something of the spirit of his
own day. Modern England, and
modern America, could not pro-

duce anything like an Arthur in
our day, and so it is easiest to ..,..
believe that no one like an Ar- ,... ,~,
thur actually existed in the
sixth century. Either of our "'
countries could all too readily ... i
produce a modern Artos the
Bear, and so it is not hard to imagine such a brute back there.
And, of course, it is much more .. ~
flattering to us to suppose that
we have advanced from an Artos
than to have to reckon with the •
possibility that we have declined from an Arthur.

1

Holidays and Holy Days
May is famous in song and
story as the month when the
world keeps holiday, and that is
especially true of this May. During the month, we shall be celebrating V-E Day, Ascension Day,
Mothers' Day, Pentecost, Trinity Sunday, and Memorial Day.
All of these days are days of
triumph or of grateful remembrance. We choose to give particular attention to one which,
though it has fallen into general
neglect, seems to us most meaningful in such a time as ours:
Ascension Day.
It seems to us that the deemphasis upon Ascension Day
has gone hand-in-hand with the
growing this-worldliness of our
religion, particularly of Protes·
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tant religion. We still profess a
belief in "a life beyond the
~ grave," but we seem reluctant to
• come right out with it and place
the locale of that life in Heaven.
Perhaps we are embarrassed by
the imagery of the Scriptures, an
imagery which invests Heaven
., with characteristics which are
not altogether attractive to
people of an age which worships
,. the simple, the functional, and
the drab. Or perhaps we prefer
sacrificing the hope of Heaven
"' to accepting its corollary, the
fear of Hell.
At any rate, we seem to prefer some vaguer hope of "existence on a higher plane" in "a
~ life outside the present visible
order" to the once-lively hope of
a bodily resurrection to life in
.., the bliss and glory of Heaven.
And so we have our troubles
with the Ascension story. We are
content to say that our Lord
withdrew His visible presence
from His disciples, without going
• so far as to say that He went to
a place, to Heaven.
But in thus emasculating the
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story of the Ascension, we rob
ourselves of one of the magnificent assurances of our faith. No
one who has enjoyed the solid
sensory delights of this world
would be alt~getl:l.er satisfied
with the hope of some vaguely
spiritual existence in the world
to come. If we have received
taste and odor, sight and sound
with proper gratitude in this
world, surely we must hope not
for less, but for more, of these
in the consummation of the
world. If with the eyes of gratitude we have looked upon God's
visible creation and found it
good, our hope must not lie in
its destruction, but in its restoration to that perfection which
was its original glory.
We hope, then, to live in a
place, a solid and substantial
place to which our Lord has already gone, in which loved ones
now hidden from us await our
coming. Jerusalem the Golden
seems to us infinitely more desirable, and far more Biblical, than
that Beautiful Isle of Somewhere.

AD
LIB.

---

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By

A L f R E D

A book published last month,
Ten Days to Freedom, describes
the liberation of Paris by the
Allied troops during World War
II. Great jubilation broke out
and nothing was too good for
the liberating forces. Celebrations over the new freedom went
on for days.

sonalities of the peoples of those
two cities.
It is not a usual thing for Navy
personnel to be around when a
city is liberated and our case
wasn't an ordinary one. We had
landed troops for the southern
France invasion on August 15,
1944, and then turned around
for a trip back to North Africa.
There we picked up assorted
French and Arab troops as reinforcements for the drive
through southern France. We arrived in the outer harbor of
Marseille on August 30th, two
days after the city had been liberated.

This wasn't true when Marseille was liberated. I was there
-illegally and accidentally-two
days after the city was liberated
and was somewhat surprised to
find the residents of that important seaport m southern
France taking their freedom as
a matter of course. It is true they
hadn't been under Nazi domination for as long a period as had
the Parisians. But the main difference is in the dissimilar per-

R.
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We unloaded the troops that
day and then waited for other
ships to finish unloading so we
could go back in convoy. The
captain decided to let us have
10
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liberty on September 1st, which
was a Sunday and, also, the first
of the month, pay day. We
headed for shore around two
that afternoon.
Now Marseille has two harbors. The outer harbor could
hold a fleet in its deep waters.
The inner harbor is walled by
breakwaters and can hold a
number of ships. It is deep
enough for large ships to tie up
fairly close to the center o[
town and we had wondered why
our ship and most of the others
had dropped anchor in the
outer harbor. The moment we
entered the inner harbor in our
liberty boat we knew, because
the inner harbor was jammed
with sunken ships and most of
the girders from the lift bridge
which had formerly crossed over
the entrance to the harbor and
had been q u i t e successfully
bombed. It was possible for
smaller ships to get into the inner harbor and several LSTs
were lined up on the harbor's
edge, their mouths opened ready
to receive prisoners to be taken
back to Africa.
We scattered upon landing
and two of us got aboard a
street car in order to see something of the city. We rode
straight through the main part
of town. Thousands of people
were walking up and clown the
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streets. They were not jubilant,
but neither were they sad; they
were just promenading. We rode
[or a couple of hours on several
different street cars and saw
most of the parts of the city that
we wanted to see. Since we
hadn't been in the Cathedral we
walked over there and found
only two persons in the huge
cathedral where we had expected
to find hundreds.
In our rather poor French we
had managed to converse with
several Frenchmen on the street
car and on the street. No one
was particularly overjoyed to see
an American, or so it seemed.
Most everyone was friendly but
there was a little noticeable reserve. When we left the Cathedral we found out why. Where
rows of apartment houses had
once stood was now nothing but
rubble testifying to the accuracy
of the U.S. Air Force bombing.
Even though Americans made up
the bulk of the liberating forces,
the bombing made them unpopular at the moment.
Around eight o'clock we found
a cafe and had an excellent
meal. We were joined there by
four other officers from our
ship and we sat there talking for
several hours while we watched
the hundreds who walked by until the curfew, ten o'clock. We
could have taken a boat back to

12
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the ship at any hour but the officers had been given until midnight and we weren't in any
hurry. There was a moon and
the six of us took a walk through
the deserted streets. We were
aware of a strong and persistent
wind that had been blowing
since early evening, and we noticed when we returned to the
inner harbor to take the last
boat to the ship that the waters
were rather choppy.
What we hadn't known was
that a wind of this type is called
a mistral. It blows down from
the mountains and is very strong
in unprotected areas. The captain had sent his gig for the last
trip because of the roughness of
the water and it had a top and
glass windows. We bounced
around a little while we navigated the inner harbor and were
greeted by a ten foot wave as
soon as we hit the outer harbor.
This wave knocked out the glass
in the front window and water
dashed in as we headed for our
ship a half mile away. We were
buffeted and tossed around and
the water started rising in the
boat. There were life belts
which we put on and inflated
but, eventually, we reached the
~hip. The waves, by this time,
were around 15 feet high and
we couldn't get too close to the
ship. The officer of the deck

told us, through a megaphone,
to stand off or we would crash
against the side and then he
gave us the order to go back and
try at five o'clock in the morning.
Since we had the wind at our
backs for the return trip, it was
less hectic, but we were chilled
because our blue uniforms were
soaked. When the boat docked
we ran for the LSTs, found one --\
with its mouth open, and hurried inside. From the officer of
the deck we got a few blankets ..,.
and so we took off our blue uniforms, wrung out the water and
rolled up in the blankets on the
steel deck. We rolled out again
at 4:30 and started for the ship
again at five . It was rougher in
the outer harbor than it had
been the night before.
•

-1
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Returning to land again we
sent a signal from an LST to our
ship. At eight that morning the
outer harbor was closed off. Our
ship, howev~r. signalled a Navy
shore party which arranged for •
a truck to take us to a point of
land opposite where our ship
was anchored and there we were Ito board a larger landing craft
for an attempt at getting to the ).
ship. We got out to the boat by ..
truck just in time to see our
ship sail off with a convoy. They
had decided to pull out because
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the ships were beginning to drag
a·nchor.
It is not a cheering sight to
see one's ship sail away, particularly when you are left stranded
in a foreign port which has been
liberated only a few days before. But we took the truck back
to the center of town and then
tried to find the headquarters
the Navy landing party had set
up. There were twelve of us left
ashore. Six of us were officers
who had waited for the last lib~ erty boat and six enlisted men
who had made up a shore patrol
and who were under orders to
wait until the last liberty boat.

-·

We didn't find the Navy
Landing party so much as it
found us. The six of us officers
had been wearing · detachable
paper collars which were a great
saving on laundry. However,
they were completely soaked
from our trip in the liberty
boat and had disintegrated. We
., still wore our ties, but we had
no collars. While we were looking around for a friend of any
kind, and preferably one in a
Navy uniform, a Navy commander appeared out of nowhere and started dressing us
r ~
down for not having on collars.
Not until he had said all he
wanted to say on the subjectwhich was considerable-did he

r.
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ask us what we were doing m
Marseille.
Understandably we were not
particularly welcome. The headquarters staff of the Navy ashore
had enough to do without having twelve extra people on its
hands. But they did manage to
find some cots and blankets and
sent us out to a building which
the Navy had taken over and
they told us that is where we
would be until they found some
way of getting rid of us. The
building happened to be the
former G e s tap o headquarters
which had been abandoned the
week before. It was permeated
by an odor of burnt paper since
the Gestapo had burned everything of any importance it couldn't carry in a rapid retreat.
We had been given some
canned rations which we consumed and then we dropped, exhausted, on our cots, and slept
soundly until the following
morning. As a military group we
didn't look particularly sharp .
We needed shaves badly; we
needed collars; our uniforms
were rumpled from the wringing out we had given them; our
teeth hadn't been brushed for
two days and felt as if they were
growing hair. We went out onto
the streets of Marseille, a rather
sad and certainly a chastened
group. Stores weren't open as
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yet. They had closed the week
before when the fighting approached the city a nd they were
not, as yet, in a mood to open
up. On a side street we did find
what could pass for a drug store
and hurried in for tooth brushes
and tooth paste. Consulting our
French phrase book we asked
for brosse a d ents and pate den tifrice and we got them. A tooth
brush of rather poorer quality
than is normally found for a
dime cost $1.50 but we were
willing to pay almost any price.
Neither the first store or a
couple of others which we found
open had a razor so we entered a
barber shop which had just
opened. There we were shaved
and loaded with highly aromatic
lotions. We began to feel better. After trying a dozen places
in an attempt to get our uniforms cleaned and pressed, we
finally found a hotel where we
could rent a room. The six of
us went to the room and five of
us took off our uniforms which
the sixth took down to be
sponged and pressed. As soon as
the first uniform was ready, its
owner took the place of the
sixth man. When we got back on
the street again two hours later,
we found a clothing store which
was not open but through whose
windows we could see the proprietor. We made so many ges-

tures tha t he finally opened the
door, out of curiosity if nothing
else. There we found collars to
fit and once more we were
dressed like Navy personnel.
That night we walked around
again. Often in the distance we
heard something on the order
of firecrackers. When we came
across a U .S. Army man we
asked about it and were told that
the Free French and the Communist element of the underground were still disputing the
ruling of Marseille. Later on our
walk we were passing between
four story buildings on a narrow
street and a small spot light
shone from the roof of one of
the buildings followed us all
along the block. We walked as
leisurely as we could, never
looking up, until we got around
the corner and then we made a
more hurried trip back to our
quarters.
We spent four days in Marseille. In those four days we
managed to make a number of
friends among the French and
we were taken on many guided
tours. Several spoke passable
English and we questioned them
<~. bout the lack of jubilation in
the recently liberated populace.
We were told that the residents
of Marseille were not quick to
react to change. The city had
been under the control of many
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different nationalities over the
centuries and thr. citizenry took
it as a matter of course that the
city would be liberated sooner or
later. Further, liberation wasn't
complete until the Free French
and the underground stopped
their squabbling.
On the fourth day a ship that
had come in the previous day
was ready to leave. The twelve
of us boarded her and our liberty boat was hauled up to the
deck. We landed in Naples a
few days later and then caught
a plane to Oran where our ship
was anchored. We arrived late
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in the evening and reported immediately to the captain's cabin.
The captain came out and
slowly surveyed our unsmiling
faces. He had only one question,
"Well, gentlemen, did you enjoy yourselves?" Our answer was
a rather hesitant "Yes." We were
dismissed. The rather strict restrictions and punishment for
missing one's ship in war time
just didn't apply in our case.
Two weeks later we returned
to Marseille with another load
of troops. This time, for some
reason, no one was granted liberty.

CONQUEST
At the turn of the road where maples stand
In scarlet disarray,
I spent a country day ;
And saw the sweetness of God's hand
In warm surrender of the land.
My heart was left at the turn of the road
Where meadow melts to sky;
No longer need I ply
The city's gray, unyielding lode;
Now I have learned where gold is stowed.
-LORRAINE

Gooo
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A Generation's Roots
By

THE REV. MARTIN

"Time, like an ever-rolling
stream bears all its sons away.
They fly forgotten as a dream
dies at the opening day." But
the observer of this stream does
not have to content himself with
a meaningless flow. He thrills to
its variations.
Sometimes the stream rushes in
a dramatic wave; or it lags on a
summer's day. At times it is clear
and swift; at others it sluggishly
gathers driftwood and debris as
it makes its course.
For the stream of time is
broken by generations, each having a character of its own. There
is, of course, no absolute break
between these generations. The
mass of beings in one periodthis is a generation. Within this
mass, members of one genealogical rank, equi-distant from their
immediate ancestors, make up a
generation. Often this is averaged to approximately a third of
a century.
For convenience' sake, even
this is redivided by analysts. So
I assume that when our editor
proposes to discuss "the younger
generation" he is speaking of the
16
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people who are assuming responsibilities, who are shaping
or beginning to shape the character of our times' flow in the
"ever-rolling stream". Having
the responsibility and the opportunity to some degree, it
would place them in the latecollege, post-college, and young
adult period. Not having it fully,
remaining "younger" than the • ,
dominant generation, this would
place the terminus below middleage.

1
i-1

·]

To characterize this generation
is hazardous. What generalizations are fair to the minorities
within its great varieties? If it
is difficult to generalize about
one family or clan, one campus
or office, it is hazardous to do
so for a broad mass.
Yet these attempts are made,
in a highly tentative and limited
fashion. They are not without
value. To return for a final time
to the image from the hymn: to
be able to characterize a portion
of the flow of the stream helps
prepare one for dealing with it
when it passes a specific point.
In the case of the missi on of the
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Church, which shall be occupying us here, even tentative generalizations are of assistance.
On these pages we shall explore a sampling of the intellectual history being written about
"the younger generation." Having no means of direct access-\ through interview, poll, or case
study, we shall take note of those
who do, the analysts of our time
who have been recognized for
their contributions, who have
both the information and the
.., nerve to point their shaky
fingers and say "Here they are,
and here, it seems to me, they are
going." They find their generation seeking roots, as we shall see
"' in this article, and "silent" in the
face of complexities, as we shall
see in Mr. Baepler's article.
L_.
I
Since World War II perhaps
no study of the changing Amer.. ican character has provoked so
much interest as that by David
Riesman, Nathan Glazer, and
...., Reuel Denney in The Lonely
C1·owd. Three types emerge. The
"tradition- directed" individual
-1
has his culture mediated through
a tight group of individuals who
make frequent, perhaps daily imt _.
pact on his life. He is expected
to act in approved fashion; his
failure to do so brings shame.
The "inner-directed" gets his
initial push from his parents, the
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"older generation", and grows accustomed to having his psychical
life regulated by those who resemble the parents. He seems to
be independent, but in part this
is an illusion. His failures lead
to awareness of guilt. The "otherdirected" receives his initial push
and his regulation from a wider
circle than his parents provide.
The group environment is allimportant. It is cosmopolitan in
character. If the "inner-directed"
person is con trolled by a gyroscopictype of equipment, the
"other directed" uses a sort of
radar over against his social environment. His response to failures in this situation is reflected
in anxiety.
Riesman sees this last type as
emerging in recent times in the
larger cities' u p per middle
classes. The other-directed type
has its parallels to the classic
American image, the shallow,
free, friendly, uncertain person
recognized by European travellers for over a century. But capitalism, industrialism, urbanization, recent education, have
helped shape this type in a special way in America's emerging
generation.
This person seeks his rootage
among his contemporaries, his
peers, those with whom he is in
contact. He finds it to a degree if
he meets approval, if he con-
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forms, if in his own mind he
matches the image of himself
that they think he should fill.
We are not called to develop .
or labor this thesis. Here the
analysis is important for its observation of an emergent type of
person in the "younger generation" which tends t o w a r d
grounding itself in a conformity
and a quest for status in the eyes
of his peers-to help tell each
who they are and what they are.
II
Another way of looking at the
problem of the quest for roots is
to examine the concept • of 'belonging'. This has been studied
both ethnically and religiously.
Ethnic belonging was the
thesis of Oscar Handlin's The
Uprooted, a study of immigragrations to America and their
role in shaping the American
character. Handlin found that
the immigrants "were American
history." Seeing a paradoxical
trend toward secularism accompanied by a growth in identification with the churches, Handlin began to note that "belonging" was made possible through
association with the three major
types of religious groups available to the immigrant. Through
his association with one of these
three he defined himself and
found himself. "Men were ·Catholics, Protestants, or Jews, cate-

gories based less on theological
than on social distinctions."
These ethnic researches thus inevitably raised the religious
question. Will Herberg, in a recent book that i5 certain to provoke discussion for years to come,
Pmtestant-Catholic-] e w, begins
where Handlin leaves off and
develops his entire thesis on this
ba.sis, relating it specifically to
the question under concern: the
younger ge11eration.
Herberg is dependent upon
"Hansen's law," the suggestion .by Marcus Hansen that "what
the son wishes to forget, the
grandson wishes to remember."
The grandfathers were the immigrants in the late nineteenth 'century who held to their Old
World ethnic-religious patterns.
The sons, in their quest for roots
and desire to belong, rejected
both, as much as possible, to be
"Americanized". The grandson ,_
wishes to remember these older
roots, for he drifts without them.
In T. S. Eliot's terms, he is "a .,_
seed upon the wind, driven this
way and that, and finding no
place for lodgement and germination." But Eliot's is a religious
judgment. Herberg's is a psychological one, which finds religion
a useful medium of satisfaction. L
So Herberg's "third generation" belongs, identifies itself,
finds roots, not in America as
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a "melting pot" but through the
three great religious melting
.. pots, Protestant - Catholic - Jew.
The ethnic customs he cannot recover from his grandfather if he
_1 wished to. The religious he can,
and must.

.J

Critics have · pointed out the
limitations of this thesis as the
interpretation of American religious revival and religiosity but
few have dared to suggest that it
does not go a long way toward
making up the complex of semitangibles which will help interpret the rising generation. It is
significant here as another contribution, from a different base,
toward interpreting the younger
generation as one seeking roots.

III
The rootlessness of people on
the move has created problems
for the now nomadic American
people, more mobile than ever
"' before. One opportunity to study
this mobility has been in the
cluster of studies of suburban
..., life, such as the Fortune magazine analysis of Park Forest, Illinois. Its religious significance is
--' obvious, and forms a part of the
pattern. Slightly Cooler in the
"'\
Suburbs, a whimsical book title
r J of a few years ago, does not apply to suburbia's temperature as
{ar as religious identification is
concerned. The degree of re-

l
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ligious fervor is another question.
Even popular fiction is instructive. In the novel which
most perceptively describes the
psyche of this younger group in
suburbia, The Man in the Grey
Flannel Suit, a couple that has
been "drifting" moves to a new
suburb, and has new status.
"And we're going to church
every Sunday. We're going to
stop lying around Sunday mornings, drinking Martinis. We're
going to church in a family
group."
This eusing of the church to
man's ends, is a familiar theme.
The family that prays together,
stays together, we are told. Not
denying the truth of the aphorism, it must be pointed out that
in most cases the urging is done
in a way that makes "staying together" the desirable goal, and
God is a means toward that end.
Since this "family group"
identification is the great temptation of the suburbs, prophetic
religion finds great resistance.
Religion becomes respectable;
the devil wears grey flannel and
sips cocktails, and appears to be
no threat. But as Tillich warns,
"if Christianity ever dies in
America, it will die in the American suburban church . . . not
under attacks from without, but
of its own respectability."
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The warning is important in
that the great growth in religious
affiliation is known among this
group, with this mentality, in
this age-group. As in similar circumstances, the church here
faces its greatest temptations in
precisely the same areas as it
knows its greatest possibilities.
To see people seeking the church
as a place to stand, or to sink
roots can be a perversion of religion. Or it can be an opportunity, in the words of Ephesians, for the Church under the
Holy Spirit to seek that "Christ
may dwell in your hearts," and
that sinners be "rooted and
grounded" in His love. Failure
to perceive this dual possibility
within the younger generation's
affiliation with the churches
could be disastrous.
IV
When a scientist becomes homiletical, his audience takes notice.
This is particularly true when
he is of the stature of J. Robert
Oppenheimer. His speech at Columbia's bicentennial may give
some clue to the rootlessness and
its partial solutions, which characterize "the young generation."
Newness and change go on on
a vast and confusing scale. "We
know too much for one man to
know much; we live too variously to live as one ... Our knowl-

.J
edge separates as well as it
unites; our orders disintegrate as
well as bind; our art brings us ..
together and sets us apart. Divers i t y, complexity, richness
overwhelm the man of today. ._
Superficiality and fatigue become the temptations of those
perpetually and precariously balanced between the infinitely
open and the intimate."
Oppenheimer's sol u t ion, it
seems to us, is an observation of
what is happening as much as a
counsel of what should happen.
It speaks of the younger gener- •
ation as much as to it. Coming
from one of secular orientation,
it is particularly interested to
hear:
L
"Each . . . will have to cling
to what is close to him, to what
he knows, to what he can do, to ...
his friends and his tradition and
his love, lest he be dissolved in
a universal confusion and know
nothing and love nothing."
This tendency toward a new
traditionalism is also both an
opportunity and a trap. The r '
conservatism of the churches appeals to a generation which is
learning to do what Oppen- ._
heimer says must be done. But
complacency and satisfaction
can be the too-immediate results ~ '
of such a quest for roots when it
finds its ground in religion. The
scientist continues:

.
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"It is at the same time a world In this respect, once more, youth
in which none of us can find ... today, so far as it participates in
.. sanction for any ignorance, any this movement of the human
insensitivity, any indifference." spirit toward a less vulnerable
"This cannot be an easy life ... faith in life than that which has
-; but this' is, as I see it, the con- been tested and found wanting,
dition of man; and in this con- is more representative of a period
dition we can help, because we of history than merely of itself."
-1 can
love one another." This
The security and foundations
openness and depth must be the are more obvious than the vencounterpart and corollary of turesomeness in the quest for
clinging to what is close, to what roots-but in the venturesomeis known, is possible, is tradition- ness is the Church's opportunity.
a:!, is loved.
v
A remarkably similar analysis
Simone Weil's The Need f01·
of man's ·situation, first applied Roots, a "prelude to a declarato youth and through it to an tion of duties toward mankind"
era occurred in an article by H. provides a text for the ground
Richard Niebuhr, quoted also in we have covered by sampling
Herberg's book, who is well analyses from sociology, ethnoequipped to observe from a the- logy, religion, science, theology:
ological viewpoint:
"To be rooted is perhaps the
"Present-day youth has to rest most important and least recogits large-scale security on deeper nized need of the human soul.
foundations and this is probably It is one of the hardest to dethe source of much of its re- fine. A human being has roots by
ligious interest. . . . Some of it is virtue of his real, active, and
find.ing no greater security than natural participation in the life
an Epicurean philosophy of of a community, which prechance offers; but much of it is serves in living shape certain
getting , down to bedrock and particular treasures of the past
finding ·.:a foundation on which and certain expectations for the
!He can ~rest unmoved, if not un- future. This participation is a
shaken, :·in these stormy times. natural one, in the sense that it
i
There i; a venturesomeness in is automatically brought about
this quest, but it is a hidden by place, conditions of birth,
thing and not apparent to those profession, and social surroundwho think of risk only in terms ings. Every human being needs
of risked capital or risked lives. to have multiple roots. It is nee-

..
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essary for him to draw well-nigh
the whole of his moral, intellectual, and spiritual life by way of
the environment of which he
forms a natural part."
A solution to uprootedness or
rootlessness seems to be at least
part of the quest that would
characterize those who are part
of time's ever-rolling stream today, the "younger generation."

It cannot but be of value to the
churches to be aware of this, not
for exploitation, but for purposes of sympathetic approach,
for service, for direction to Him
who alone can root and ground
the human soul in divine love
and a peace which passes understanding, beyond the chaos of
our times.

AND THEN, OF COURSE
You'll laugh at the thought I had today,
Being tired, out of sorts and cold;
A foolish thought I'm sure you 'll say -I had the thought of growing old.
I had the thought of time and change,
And held to it and thought it through
Till death itself seemed not too strange -And then, of course, I thought of you
And all this I'd been thinking c£
I quite forgot ... and thought of love!
- -DoN MANKER
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The Silence of
The Younger Generation
By RICHARD

P.

BAEPLER

Instructor in Religion
Valparaiso University

again in the "roaring twenties"
after the first world war. Released
by the call of ideals and country,
their energies had collided with
the unnerving reality of blood,
earth, life and death. In the faces
of their comrades and their
"enemies" they had seen the
face of mankind-and of themselves, victims of forces beyond
their control which could only
be vaguely described, except that
they had no connection with
"glory, honor, courage, hallow,
in vain." The words which once
had moved them had lost their
authority, and one could no
longer live by them.

I was always embarrassed by the
words sacred, glorious, and sacrifice and the expression in vain.
We had heard them, sometimes
standing in the rain almost out
of earshot, so that only the shouted words came through, and had
read them, on proclamations that
were slapped up by biilposters
over other proclamations, now for
a long time, and I had seen nothing sacred, and the things th at
were glorious had no glory and
the sacrifices were like the stockyards at Chicago if nothing was
done with the meat except to
bury it. There were many words
that you could not stand to hear
and finally only the names of
places had dignity. Certain numbers were the same way and certain dates and these with th e
names of the places were all you
could say and have them mean
anything. Abstract words such as
glory, honor, courage·, or hallow
were obscene beside the concrete
names of villages, the numbers of
roads, the names of rivers, the
numbers of regiments and th e
dates. (Hemingway, A Farew.;ll
to Arms)

• ..j
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Another Lost
Generation?
Although Time could describe
the present post-war generation
as a "second lost generation" the
pa ttern has not been simply
duplicated. For one thing, the

Lt. Frederick Henry was revealing in these words the basic
experience of the "lost generation" which tried to find itself
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great depression had helped to
dampen the ardor of the brave
new world's architects, and thus
prepared for future disillusion.
Even though the Japanese soldier-elite provided the event to
which the undisciplined reserves of a young giant, his
homeland threatened, could respond, the arts of indoctrination
had to be fully mobilized before
the war effort could be transformed into a crusade. Ultimately the same call to idealism and
patri.o tism was sounded, and
the righteous marched against
the evil.
Therefore it was to be expected that the literature following
the second war would parallel in
some respects that following the
first, for the basic experiences
were much the same, though
qualified by memory of the first.
Norman Mailer, whose novel on
th.e South Pacific campaign is
judged one of the best of the
war novels, provides an interesting example. The main difference between A Farewell to
Arms and The Naked and the
Dead would seem to lie in the
latter'~
treatment of a mass
movement while the Hemingway novel concentrates on one
figure. But fundamentally the
protest is the same, as well as the
indictment of the society which
could produce the situation and

individuals which occupied the
authors.
That Mailer's s u b s e q u e n t
novels have fallen far short of
his first is a sign of the age's
literary temper. The distinctive
literature of the twenties and
thirties can no longer dominate.
Indeed, it is not possible to discover a fresh school of literature
or a characteristic type. We
seem to be in a state of literary
suspension, unwilling to protest
quite so negatively as our predecessors, unable (despite some
spotty attempts) to affirm much
of anything in our complex situation. Critics vigorously protest
the lack of creativity within the
younger generation; w.e must
seek to understand that silence
if we would understand the generation.

Silence Before
Complexities
Robert Langbaum, contributing a brief analysis of our "silent
generation" in a recent issue of
The American Scholar, condudes that "it is our sensitiveness to complexities that renders
us silent." I believe this thesis
can be sustained.
The hearty protest of the
twenties and thirties was made
in the name of man trapped in a
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web of political-social-economic
circumstances, against an evil
roughly co-extensive with an existing social and economic situation. As much as the depression
seemed to confirm this, the experiences which have multiplied
since the rise of Hitler have exposed this theory of evil as much
too simple. Hitler could not be
explained exclusively in terms of
the dollars which aided his ascent; only the categories of
pride, idolatry and the demonic
could adequately account for
Rosenberg's Mythos and Rimmler's Dachau. In foreign lands
the American soldier could encounter a common humanity,
and was struck by the hollowness of "total victory." When the
Korean war flamed out, everyone saw in a dramatic way what
he had suspected all along: that
the myth of a happy ending belonged to Hollywood and kindred spirits, part of the blackwhite world of the propagandist.
Within the United States a
gradual revolution had been
taking place. Social legislation,
begun in the thirties, called for
the little man to lift up his eyes,
filled the word "justice" with
fresh meaning. At the same time
the universities began to reappraise the peculiar nature and
role of man in a more realistic
manner.
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Internationally, the nation
had been thrust into the role of
leading the Western World by
virtue of her amazing might, for
which she was prepared neither
by training nor temperament.
And all available data and precedent had been pretty much upset by the giant mushroom which
the winds over Hiroshima slowly dispersed in August, l 945.
So it is no surprise that the
flaming youth of the twenties
has been replaced by a slightly
disillusioned, bewildered but
deeply serious and hardworking
generation of the fifties, eager to
get on with the job of living and
home-building. The rise of the
birth-rate seems to be a symptom of this generation's instinctive return to that which is nearest and most familiar. For many
this return to roots seems to be
pure reflex and instinct. Harold
Laski in The Spirit of the Age
is still describing us when he
wrote:
The main body of our population is untouched, in any profound way, by our cultural heritage. It goes through life mainly
unaware of the forces which
shape its destiny, the easy prey,
in crisis, of any loudly proclaimed
nostrum, quick to fall upon anyone, individual or group, to whom
it is persuaded to attribute its
ills.

The McCarthy hysteria of the
recent past, the current surge of
interest in religion, the growing
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wccess of the Roman Catholic
Church may all exemplify Laski's
observation. Still the more
thoughtful of the younger generation seem to avoid these alternatives, and seem to be able
to criticize them. The sudden
budding of "American studies"
and the ascendance of critical
studies in the literary world indicate that the generation is
carefully exammmg its own
roots, trying to understand itself and its situation, unwilling
to accept easy solutions for complex difficulties.
~

Critical But Open
Precisely because it perceives
these complexities does this generation bid fair to become a
more mature generation than
those which have preceded it.
Two em erg i n g characteristics
can be discerned which help to
identify the new generation's
spirit: a critical but not simply
sceptical attitude toward most
proposals, and an openness toward new propositions (and old)
which are evidently serious.
The critical attitude underlines the kinship between the
present young generation a~d
that which followed the first
war. Yet this kinship must be
qualified by noting the negative and sceptical waves which

carried the critical protest of the
twenties. This was the age of
iconoclasm and devotees of the
cult were more interested in the
smashing alone, for there was
much to be smashed. By contrast, the new generation is more
interesteq in examination and
more cautious analysis than destruction, but it shares with its
predecessors a heal thy distrust of
slogans, cant, glory-words and
all the loaded devices by which
men seek to move the mind and
will apart from reflection and
sound purpose.
This may be illustrated by
reference to the Church's message. The earlier generation
would identify the Church with
the reactionary and parasitical
forces, led by the Elmer Gantrys, which sought to manacle
man's spirit for its own purposes.
The newer generation, recognizing the complexity of things
more profoundly, cannot be so
vast in its generalization . ·w hile
it could not return to a precritical faith , it would admit the
possibility of a post-critical faith.
At the same time it reacts negatively as soon as the message of
the Church becomes identified
with the "glory-phrases" and
slogans (even sacred) of the
propagandist.
This critical attitude is combined, however, with an open-
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ness for serious propositions,
which markedly contrasts with
the tendency toward a negative
dogmatism found in the previous
generation. This openness can
be. documented in a number of
ways. For example, in the field
of jurisprudence there is a growing interest in natural law. As
Wilbur Katz of the University of
Chicago has recently written, a
law student inquiring twenty
years ago about an ethical aspect
of legal theory would have been
summarily directed to a divinity
school. Now the question can be
respectably entertained, and the
growing number of students of
natural law have little difficulty
in getting a hearing.
Likewise theology is en joying
a reception which would have
been impossible in the twenties.
Students in almost any discipline
seem to be ready to admit that
the theologian has something to
say to them, although they are
quick to reject any form of theological imperialism, and can
listen only to theologians who
meet their problems honestiy.
Thus it is possible for the
Church to offer not only illumination on an aspect of the human situation, but also to propose plain dogma for consideration. While the younger generation will be suspicious of dogma, the Church will at least be
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heard, for this generation is
likely to admit that it is necessary to believe in something.
They fought a war for something-not to vanquish evil, not
to sell democracy-but there was
a sense in which the war was not
in vain. And the ongoing necessity of serving in the armed
forces is not simply to keep the
arms factories itt bt1siness nor to
increase the power of professional soldiers, but there is a
positive, one might suggest human, aspect to the question or
international order. Pointing to
this, and even further, Martin
Raschke, the young German
soldier-poet who died in the war,
spoke for the whole generation: "Even when this feeling is
steadily dullened by battle, there
i5 something like a common n:sponsibility for the figure of
man."

The Church 's Task
In preaching her message to
each generation the Church
needs to take account of the climate of the age. There are times
when the Church must avoid entangling alliances w i t h the
thinking of an age when thereby
the Gospel would be subsumed
or diluted. There are times when
the Church must move toward
synthesis with the spirit of an
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age, despite the risks involved,
for she sees the opportunity of
preaching the Law and the
Gospel in, with and under a receptive culture. It would seem
that the younger generation offers the latter opportunity.
The great danger in promoting synthesis at this time is that
the Church can confuse such an
enterprise with the contemporary statistical success of religion. The present "success" is
possibly more the result of compromise than of synthesis, of a
n arrow "soul-saving" Gospel
rather than of a full-dimensional
Law and Gospel, of a "peace
which bypasses understanding"
than of St. Paul's "new creation."
Yet the Church must move towards rehabilitation and synthesis if she is to be true to her
great trust, the whole Gospel.
Synthesis in no way means compromise. Rather, the Church offers her insights into man and
history as a labor of love for society, and to provoke the q uestion for which the Gospel is the
answer. The Church's message is
never exhausted by the repetition of slogans, not eYen of
Biblical slogans ("Christ died
for you.") When the Church
worships the Christ who redeemed her she is pointed to

"Him who sent me," the Creator
and Sustainer of heaven and
earth, and to "Him whom I will
send to you," the Spirit of God
who operates m a man's total
life. The Christ-worshiper IS
thereby set into a new relationship with the creation. By
speaking in the name of the
Holy Trinity the Church has
something to say about all human effort and all human order.
She must illumine man's newly
discovered roots by the I ight of
revelation. Into the raw materials of human experience,
history and intellectual pursuit
she must introduce the categories of judgment and grace,
sin and forgiveness, redemption
and faith, creation and recreation. For the Lord of the
Church does not only reach into
the soul of man, but stands with
outstretched arms over his whole
community, and to His judging
and renewing P r e s e n c e the
Church must offer her witness.
AI though this task demands
much from Christians in all disciplines, and must be done in
hope and faith, another alterna·
tive would be difficult to find
if the silence of the new generation is at all to be broken by
Christian affirmation.
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Doctor Faustus: A Moral Lesson
By

L

L..,

•

LAURA MUELLER

When an author writes a play
he chooses symbols and words
which will affect the public mind
in such a way that the audience
will obtain a meaning which
closely parallels that which the
author intended should be felt.
It is this peculiar selection of
symbols with an ability to impart the desired effect which
distinguishes a true craftsman
from a mediocre writer. We as
critics and consumers often judge
a work by this criterion, and yet
we deliberately destroy one of
the basic principles inherent in
this process of creating through
the use of word symbols. We destroy the intended result by
considering the work in the light
of all sorts of irrelevant subjective elements. We are hindering
the artist in his careful use of
symbols compatible to the public
mind as we constantly endeavor
to interpret a play in the light of
extraneous biographical inforformation or in the light of our
own modern philosophical approach to certain ideas. This approach, I believe, tends to color
the meaning and change the intended effect of the play.

I felt this trend to be particularly evident as I studied the
commentaries and criticisms of
Christopher Marlowe's D o c t or
Faustus. Everything else was being weighed and considered except the very heart of the matter: the play itself. For example,
Paul Kocher bases the meaning
of the play on the author's
choice of the sources which he
used and those which he omitted and also on biographical
facts available concerning Christopher Marlowe. He considers at
length the Baines notes, which
supposedly rev e a I Marlowe's
skepticism and blasphemy, arid
he concludes that therefore Mar- ·
lowe's religious ideas in Doctor
Faustus were primarily destructive. Kocher states that since the
criticism of Christianity appears
to be the most absorbing interest
of Marlowe's life, the religious
ideas of the play are chiefly destructive. He picks out a biographical fact such as Marlowe's
failure to take holy orders and
uses this fact as a means of interpreting the play as a carefully
designed attack on Christian
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dogma. A second example of this
prevalent custom of attaching so
much importance to peripheral
matters is found in the critical
work of Harry Levin. His Th e
Overreache1· is purely a reflections of Levin's own somewhat
obscure and skeptical views on
religion as applied to the religious interpretation of Doctor
Faustus. Since Levin considers
Marlowe to be an atheist, he
leaves the basic moral issues of
the play and turns instead to the
view that this play was Marlowe's way of striking out against
the religious straightness and
bigotry of Marlowe's times and
that Faustus himself was merely
an extension of the ideas of
Renaissance man.
Thus both of these critics consider Doctor Faustus primarily
as a symbolization of Marlowe's
life and as a reHection of the
philosophy of the times in which
Marlowe wrote. Though this
type of a critical approach is
valuable to a certain extent and
for certain purposes, I. would like
to consider Doctor Faustus as a
complete dramatic entity which
contains meaning and value solely within itself. Some readers
may want to think of Marlowe
as an atheist or believe that he
put the play in a Christian
framework the better to pen an
attack on Christianity. However,

if we ignore these purely subjective colorations and consider
Doctor Faustus from the standpoint of the Christian reader,
Doctor Faustus emerges as a .,
moral lesson packed full of didactic elements which are in
close agreement with Christian
dogma. When we accept the play
as a Christian drama it illuminates certain basic Protestant
doctrines, and thus it can be
thought of as imparting a moral
lesson.
From this point of view it also
becomes obvious that there is a
distinct parallel between this
tragic drama and the old morality plays, which also dealt with
man's journey through life. We
see Faustus not as a highly individualized character, but as
another Everyman, a picture of
"choosing man" whose plight is
that of every human being. If
we trace the development of
Faustus as an Everyman, it becomes evident that there are
more relationships to the old
morfl.lity plays. Just as th~ moralities included doctrine in the
play in order to leave the audience with a lesson, so Docto1·
Faustus reflects Protestant doctrine.
At the very opening of the
play a doctrinal conflict is implied, for Faustus is a mortal,
and in every mortal is the Old
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Adam which wars against an acceptance of the dnctrine of original depravity. This doctrine is
the beginning of the end for
Faustus, since he will not accept
his worthlessness as a moral sinner, but he attempts to ascend
to a place higher than that
which is accorded to man i.t the
chain of being. Faustus looks at
his earthly accomplishments and
says: "yet art thou still but
Faustus and a man," (I, i,p.88)
and moves on to become a
mighty God. Faustus, like Everyman, searches for some earthly
means to transmit to him this
feeling of power. Faustus asspires for supreme knowledge,
and it is this desiring which
leads him into his sins. From
this point on we see the parallel
between the development of
Faustus' sin and the growth of
the sin of any mortal. Faustus'
first ambitions seem almost
worthwhile, for he wants to better the lot of students and
soldiers and strive for the good
of his country. As the sinful desire gains momentum, the end
becomes less significant and
even the required price is ignored. Faustus is not yet enmeshed tightly enough in his sin
so that his conscience is being
prodded. The first taste of the
result of his sin, or his seeing
"there's virtue in my heavenly
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words," (I, iii, p. 91), imbues
him with a recklessness found
in the early stages of any "white"
sin or bad habit. At this point
the sinner does not even care to
recognize the fact that he has
already jeopardized his soul and
is in danger of being damned.
Faustus' sin is cumulative and
points to the doctrine that a
condemning sin is not one separate, distinct thing. The further
development of the sin shows
that each sin has within it the
seeds of a greater sin which will
culminate with the sin of pride
and complete destruction of the
soul.
As Faustus is willing to sell his
soul to the Devil in exchange for
satisfaction of his desires, from
the human standpoint there
seems to be almost a noble
quality of bravery about the
man. Faustus in the words: "Is
not thy soul thine own?" (II, i,
p.95) is voicing what each sinful human feels. The play uses
the drawing of blood and the
writing of the pact to symbolize
that which occurs in an abstract
way every time man gives himself over to earthly desires. The
last level of the sin of Faustus is
found in the frequency of the
word "despair" and in the
words: "I do repent; and yet I
do despair." (II,lv,p.l07). Faustus' conscience has begun to
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prick him, and he realizes that
his gain has been mere trifles
and answers to "freshmen's
questions." Faustus knows he
must repent but like an Ethan
Brand he says: "My heart's so
hard'ned I cannot repent." (II,
ii,p.97). Thus one sin has
pushed up the next wave of sin
even higher so that Faustus finally commits the unpardonable
sin against the Holy Ghost and
must, therefore, be damned.
In the play the harsh doctrines of Calvinism and predestination are voiced in the
words of the Bad Angel who
says, "Faustus never shall repent." (II,ii,p.97). The play attempts to show that this Calvinistic idea of predestination is
wrong. Through the Good Angel
and the Old Man, we see that
these doctrines are not valid
when the idea of free will is
brought into the play. The Bad
Angel is speaking for those who
mistakenly say that God predestines or elects certain men to
damnation. I believe we can see
in the analysis of Faustus' fall
that he is not predestined to
eternal death and that God does
not deny him the power to repent, for even after Faustus has
trafficked with Devils he still
has a free will to repent. God is
not withholding grace, b u t
Faustus refuses to exercise his

free will to accept the grace. The
play points up a common device used by the Devils who
confront a sinner with a harsh
predestinarian view, and like
Faustus, they drive him deeper
into despair and even to a contemplation of suicide. As Faustus
asks, "Is it not too late?" (Il,ii,
p.97) the Old Man answers with
the words which summarize the
lesson and act as a saving
counterbalance to the idea of
harsh predestination: "an angel
hovers o'er thy head ... with a
vial full of precious grace,"
(Iv,iv,p.l07) .. Here is the doctrine that every human has the
opportunity to exercise free will
and to accept or reject the offer
of the grace of God. Faustus
"excluded the grace of heaven
from his soul." (IV,iv,p.l08). -The doctrine of the law and
gospel comes out in the conflict
in the thinking of Faustus where
we see the results of an improper
balance of these two elements.
Faustus represents rational man
who, because he cannot intellectually conceive of a just God,
follows the letter instead of the
spirit of the law. Already at the
beginning of the conflict, as
Faustus shrugs off the warnings
of the Bible, he is quoting only
the law and does not follow with
the gospel. This results in the
rational view that man's final
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lot is an inevitable, predetermined thing, and with a shrug
and the words: "What will be,
shall be," (I,i,p.88) he plunges
deeper into sin. Faustus quotes
First John, chapter I, verse I, but
he quotes only the law and does
not go on with the words: "if
we confess our sins he is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins."
Faustus also fails to complete the
statement found in the sixth
chapter of Romans, which concludes: "but the gift of God is
eternal life through Jesus Christ
our Lord." This is the central
lesson found in the fall of Faustus, for Faustus accepted only
the literal, rational interpretation of the doctrines of the Bible.
This theme of the continuing
offer of grace and the rejection
on the part of Faustus acts like
a tense spring throughout the
play. The tension continues even
after Faustus has sold his soul
to the devil, for as he compares
his lot with that of the thief on
the cross we know that even to
the eleventh hour Faustus could
yet be saved. (IV,ii,p.I04). The
moral lesson that forgiveness is
still possible is heightened by
the struggle of conscience within Faustus and by the picture of
the reasoning man who cannot
conceive of a dual scale in which
God's grace balances deserved
justice.
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Like the moralities, Doctor
Faustus acknowledges the reality of the spiritual enemy, thP
Devil. There is a material representation of these diabolical
agents of the Devil, and the de·
vices which they use on Faustu~
are the same used on man today.
When Faustus abjures the Trinity and is in danger of being
damned, Mephistophilis and the
Bad Angel begin their devouring
work-but only after issuing a
warning about the consequences
of being "depriv'd of everlasting
bliss." (I,iv,p.92). The clever
psychological schemes which the
Devil uses to prod Faustus on to
deeper sin are no different from
those which we recognize today.
As man's conscience tells him to
fly from the evil ways, the
forces of evil are ready with diversions to satisfy his desires and
glut his awareness of his teetering position. As Faustus listens
to the Good Angel's "Never too
late" (ll,ii,p.97), the Devil is
ready to highly gratify him with
a parade of the Seven De;;dlv
Sins. As man weighs the valne or
these delights in the light or
their consequence, the Devil is
always ready with counterarguments aimtd at directing
man 's thought to the terribleness
of a just God. The Devils play
on the rational inclination in
man's thinking by reminding
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him of the grossness of his sin unbeliever. As the Good Angel
and that even if he repents tells Faustus to think of heaven
Devils shall tear him to pieces. and repent, the Bad Angel pre(II,ii,p.97). In Doctm· Faustus sents the rationalistic view of a
these methods of the Devil are justice in which the devils shall
made so real tha ~ they serve as tear him to pieces. The Old Man
signposts along the road of any who appears in Act Four is also
an allegorical representation. He
mortal through life.
Besides these elements of might be thought of as the ideal
Christian doctrine which are Christian, p.o inting up the lesson
found in the ideational and that no matter how late it is
philosophic organization of the Faustus can "call for mercy and
play, the structural devices of avoid despair." (IV,iv,p.l07). In
the play help to impart a moral the first place, the Old Man
lesson. These devices in Doctor speaks for all the spiritual forces
Faustus closely parallel those who would guide the steps of
used in the early morality plays. Faustus "unto the way of life."
One example of this is the per- Secondly, the Old Man epitosonification of a b s t r a c t i o n s, mizes the outcome of one who
which is a definite reflection o[ follows these precepts and rethe didactic methods of the mo- pents, for he does the one thing
ralities. It is a common psycho- which Faustus is incapable Qf dological fact that the impression ing. Through Faustus we get a
of a lesson is twice as vivid if the picture of what complete sepaidea can be materially visualized. ration from God consists in as
As Faustus begins to despair and we hear the last agonizing words
his conscience speaks to him, the of a Faustus who would leap up
two opposing inner voices emerge to his God but cannot. At the
in the forms of the Good and same time we are aware of the
Bad Angel. These characters ac- perfect Christian (the Old Man)
tually come on the stage and de- who, though assailed by Devils,
bate over the control of the soul is armed with the weapon of
of Faustus. As this occurs again faith which enables him to "fly
and again in the play, the audi- unto my God." (IV,iv,p.l08).
Since the diaboli.cal agents are
ence becomes highly conscious
of the fact that the Good Angel spirits and since a spirit is not
represents Christian thinking easily imagined by the mind of
and the Bad Angel represents man, the early morality plays
the doubt and apostasy of the person ified the devils by having
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them assume human form. In not so fierce on me!" (V,v,p.l09).
this way the moralities left an The words "Consummatum est"
impression as to the actuality of which were spoken by Christ on
devils and hell. In Doctor Faus- the cross bring out the pathos
tus the character Mephistophilis and irony of the fate of Faustus
and the other devils assume hu- as he mes them to close his pact
man form and mannerisms. This with the Devil. Besides leaving
verity is accompanied by ascrib- a lesson as to the life hereafter,
ing human weaknesses and vir- both Doctor Faustus and the motues to the Devil and also by the rality plays contain references to
Devil's interpretation of hell in attitudes and practices concernterms that any human might use. ing contemporary religious life.
Even Lucifer a nd Beelzebub ap- The ecclesiastical authority of
pear in human form and speak the church is to be considered
the words of men. A highly di- sacred, and the audience is imuactic scene in the play is that pressed by the awfulness of the
in which the Seven Deadly Sins dreaded ceremony of anathema.
appear. These might have mere- The sacred quality of an instituly been described, but to achieve tion such as marriage is emphaa clearer impression each sin ap- sized, for even the Devil, who
pears on the stage and speaks counts marriage but a cerein a language characteristic of monial toy, cannot tamper with
the particular vice he symbolizes. a sacrament of the church.
As a part of the structure of
The moralities often paraphrased whole passages from the Doctor Faustus the humorous
Bible, and we have noted that scenes seem to play the part of
likewise Doctor Faustus contains parables. When a lesson in the
Biblical references and even en- morality play was a bit vague or
tire passages from Scripture. ambiguous, it was put in a setThough at times these Biblical ting or situation familiar to that
allusions may seem incongruous particular audience of that time.
with the present situation of In this play the comic secenes
Faustus, they leave an impres- become teaching devices by maksion by means of their ironic ing the reader see the mistakes
contrast. For example, Christ on of Faustus everi plainer through
the cross cries, "My God, why the light of an identical situation
hast thou forsaken me?", and presented in a ridiculous way.
Faustus as he is about to be One critic shows that after this
damned cries, "My- God! Look humorous reduction the basic
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ideas of the main plot seem even
more ironical and leave a deeper
impression. When Faustus sells
his soul to the Devil the grossness of the sin is realized when
in a parallel scene the comic
pre sen ta tion shows the disproportions of the bargain.
In considering Doctor Faustus
as a moral lesson, the chorus
plays an important role. In the
speeches between the acts the
chorus merely uses word pictures to compensate for the limitations of the Elizabethan stage,
but in the epilogue and prologue the chorus resembles the
presentor of the old morality
plays who summarized the lessons of the play. In the prologue
the chorus emits a warning as to
the pitfalls which will come to

any man who, like Icarus, aspires above his reach. In the
<!pilogue the didacticism reaches
its climax and the moral tone of
the play achieves highest importance as we are told to look
at Faustus and to "regard his
hellish fall." If we do regard the
fall of Faustus as it is so perfectly laid before us in this work
of Marlowe, and if we consider
Faustus solely as he is shown in
these lines written by Marlowe,
then the play must stand out as
a moral lesson. Faustus has gone
through the s a m e conflicts,
temptations, and experiences of
Everyman, who also is not "a
creature wanting soul," and in
the end just as the friends of
Everyman deserted him, so Faustus faces eternity alone.

··-·-·-·-·-··
WHITE· LILIES
White lilies, chipped clean, fragmented by chisel winds,
shiver moments of hard petals, fleck purities of flint
on dark bough faces. White lilies, in low banner stabbings,
scar hands of unwrinkled leaves, unloading spring
in fresh cargoes of beauty.
-HARLAND RISTAU

ty catchy title. It came to me all
of _a sudden the. other morning
:vhlle I was ·shavmg, and it says
m a very catchy way what I am
trying to get across in my speech:
that, properly understood, "Life
Can Be Booty-ful." How do you
like that? It's a sort of take-off on
"Life Can Be Beautiful," of
course, and if I do say so myself, I think it's kind of clever.
What I'm going to try to do
is spell out the practical applications of that text about "Godliness is profitable unto all
things," using my own life as a
case in point. I always think that
these Scriptural principles can
be understood best when they
are brought down to earth and
shown in their actual application to somebody's life. I was
worried at first that it might
look sort of nervy of me to hold
myself up as an example to the
kids, but en second thought I
realized that, after all. I know
my own case better than any
other and it does make a perfect example of the points I am
trying to drive home.
Briefly, what I want to try to
get across is that when a man
lives the kind of life that puts
him on good terms with God
and his neighbor, he is going to
have more enthusiasm for his
job and for life in genera 1, and
this enthusiasm will gener:1te a
feeling of good will and happi-

Letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.

·)

Dear Editor,
Well, sir, you would never be
able to guess what 1 am going to
be doing on the night of May 31,
so I'll tell you. I am going to be
delivering the commencement
address to the graduating class of
Coon Creek Township High
School and I am going to be
introduced as a "successful business man, a noted literary
columnist, and an outstanding
churchman." What's more, my
picture will be on the front page
of The Coon Creek Herald.
Pretty nice going for a guy who
never finished high school himself, isn't it?
Well, so most of my time has
been taken up this last month
writing my speech. Which brings
me to a question: how much of
somebody else's stuff can you
use in a speech without running
into copyright trouble? I've got
about six pages from T. Romney
Beall's Putt ing God to Work for
You that I would like to use, but
I might want to publish this
speech after I give it, in which
case could he sue me for borrowing that much out of his book?
I've got what I think is a pret-
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ness. Feeling this way, a man is
just bound to be able to accomplish more than the guy who is
all riled up inside, and as a result he is going to do better, also
in material terms.
Now of course I am not trying to tell these kids that they
should be good just because it
pays. I'm going to make that
clear right at the start of my
speech. I'll tell them straight out
that a man should be good not
only because it pays, but because
the penalty for sin is suffering
in this life and damnation in the
world to come.
Now about this "booty" that
I talk about in my title. I'm going to be real honest and downto-earth about this. It's all well
and good to talk about spiritual
rewards like peace of mind and
good relations with a man's
neighbors and all of that, and
these are a· pa·r-t of the "booty"
that a man gains by being good.
But in a country like ours where
all men are equal and we don't
honor each other with fancy
titles or any of that sort of stuff,
I think it is fair to say that we
get our rewards and punishments
pretty much in the financial
line. In other words, unless we
are all goofed up (ahd I don't
think we are), the man who
makes $10,000 a year is actually
worth twice as much as the man

who makes only $5,000 a yearpreachers and teachers excepted,
of course.
Naturally .L'm going to warn
the kids that all of this holds
good only when a man makes
his money honestly by hard work
or shrewd investment. The devil
has his rewards, too, and I
wouldn't want to give the impression that a high income, no
matter how it is arrived at, is a
sign of divine blessing. Only
when it is honestly deserved
ought we to consider it a "profit
from godliness."
Well, what do you think of
this? For myself, even though it
means a lot of work, I am glad
to have this chance to stand up
and testify to the things I believe
in and to try to pass on my beliefs to the younger generation.
Part of the trouble with young
people today is that they have
been given the wrong kind of
heroes-these movie actors and
TV stars and such-and have not
had the chances to see that there
is a kind of heroism in the life
of the successful business or professional man. In a way, I guess
it is to our credit that we haven't
gone around blowing our own
horns, but maybe the time has
come when, for the good of our
children, we ought to let them
see the real meaning of success.
Best regardsG. C.
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I take special pleasure in writing this month's colut}m : for in
it I shall tell you , in my halting
w.ay, something about eleven
discs which have given me unalloyed exhilaration, edification,
and instruction. These recordings are devoted to the organ
music of the great Johann Sebastian Bach. They are, I confidently believe, monumental in
their historical significance ; they
are a necessity for anyone who
studies, and strives properly to
evaluate, ·what Bach wrote for
the king of instruments.
The eleven discs I have before
me as I write are part of the
epoch-making Archi11e Production which is being produced in
Germany by the Deutsche Gramaphongesellschaft and issued in
this country by Decca. In all
eighteen twelve-inch lp. records
are devoted to music which the
mighty Bach composed for the
organ.
It is almost a commonplace to
say that in our time Bach is one

HANSEN

of the most popular of all composers. Naturally, die-hard opponents of the great master's
music will declare, upon reading
this statement, that 1 am making my own fervent wish the
loving but altogether unreliable
father of my thoughts. Nevertheless, I ask a II those who, for
any reason whatever, have come
into the clutches of the notion
that Bach is both unpopular and
an altogether overrated pur·
veyor of dryness to make a study
of the concert programs, secular
as well as sacred, that are presented throughout the world in
our time. They wi II realize that
I am by no means guilty of an
exaggeration when I state that
Bach is, beyond question, one of
the most popular composers oL
our age. If this were not so, there
would no longer be a widespread
public demand for his music.
I make these statements, not
because Bach needs any defense
from me or from anyone else but
wholly and solely because they
are undeniable truths.
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I know that Bach suffers much
at the hands of many of those
who undertake to sing and play
what he has bequeathed to the
world-particularly at the hands
of his so-called "interpreters."
How I loathe that word "interpretation" in discussions of music and musicians! But, thank
goodness, Bach's music is triumphantly surviving all the unspeakable abuse heaped upon it
!Jy the half-baked speed maniacs,
the "soulful" devotees of fancy
and long-drawn-out ritards, the
apostles of muddiness, and the
prophets of bombast.
On the eleven discs I am writing about you hear Bach's Trio
Sonatas; many of his preludes,
fantasies, toccatas, and fugues;
the wonderful Pas.mmglia and
Fugue in C M inrn·, and n umerous chorale pre! udes. The compositions are played by an artist
who is one of the greatest organists of our time-an artist who
.knows how to go to the core of
the master's rn usic, has all the
technical agility the works require, and sets forth the form
and the content of the masterpieces with complete truthfulness of purpose and effect.
The name of that artist is Helmut Walcha. For some works he
uses the Schnitger organ in
Cappel, built toward the end of
the seventeenth century; for

some he uses the small organ of
St. Jakobi in Luebeck, which received its decisive shape in 1636.
He plays the entrancing little
duettos on an Ammer cembalo.
The recordings are superb in
every respect. Besides, for each
disc there are excellent program
notes from the pen of Hermann
Kneller, one of the outstanding
Bach authorities of our time. Let
me place special emphasis on the
fact that these are no ordinary,
run-of-the-m i 11 commentaries;
they are discussions by a scholar
of the first magnitude. I make
this statement even though I believe that Kneller, in his conscientious striving to set forth
and explain Bach's symbolism,
sometimes lets his imagination
go beyond what is completely
demonstrable on the basis of historictl investigation. Bach, you
see, left neither a catalog nor a
dictionary of the tonal symbols
he employed.
To me it has been a special
joy to hear and re-hear Walcha's
truthful and altogether persuasive readings of Bach's chorale
preludes-in the Clavientebung •
a n d in the Orgelbuecltlein.
These works are wonderful tone
poems in miniature. They are at
once the joy and the despair of
commentators and analysts. They
are miracles. They are frequently manhandled and distorted by

.
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organists. But Walcha is honest
and straightforward in his playing. In my book he is a great
artist.

*

*

*

Recently I had another opportunity to hear Jascha Heifetz
and to have a little chat with
him.
I realized again that Heifetz
is a master in the true and complete sense of the word, that he
is a mighty wizard of the violinone of the mightiest the world
has ever seen.
Heifetz's technical agility is
fabulous. It is, I am sure, as
close to perfection as anything in
music can ever be.
The scope of Heifetz's artistry
i~ equally impressive. So is its
depth. Heifetz thrills you to the
very marrow with his dumbfounding and almost unbelievable command of the technical
aspects of violin-playing. But he
does far more than this. He
shows conclusively that he is endowed with far-sweeping and
deep-reaching knowledge a n d
understanding. He is a learned
and sensitive musician with every
fiber of his being.
It is often said that Tommaso
Antonio Vitali's Chaconne, with
which Heifetz began his recital,
is one of the stock compositions
in the literature for the violin.
Although that statement is true,
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it can be tragically misunderstood; for it can mislead one into
believing that Vitali's Chaconne
has become trite and somewhat
moth-eaten. But when you hear
this work played by Heifetz, you
realize with special keenness that
it is full of wonders in the matter of part-writing.
Heifetz's reading of the Chaconne was far more than a
model of clarity in every detail;
for it revealed, with unforgettable forcefulness, the impressive
poetic content of the work. The
performance was . breath-taking
both because of the great violinist's consummate mastery of the
many technical problems the
Chaconne presents and because
it set forth, with deeply moving
expressiveness, the 1 as t in g 1 y
beautiful substance of the composition.
Then Heifetz turned to Ludwig van Beetho~en's wonderful
K1·eutzer Sonata, a work literally
teeming with beauty of thought
and marvels of workmanship.
Brooks Smith, who played the
piano for Heifetz during the recital, made his performance of
the difficult piano part blend to
perfection with the artistry of
the violinist.
It was especially gratifying to
note this ideal fusion of skill and
understanding; for Beethoven
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himself cautioned those who
undertook to present his sonatas
for violin and piano to bear in
mind that in these works the
keyboard instrument has a role
just as important as what he
wrote for the violin-sometimes
even more important.
The Heifetz-Smith exposition
of the Kreutzer Sonata was as
thrilling in its effect as it was
awe-inspiring in its loving attention to every detail.
Claude Debussy's Sonate-the
last work the great French master
composed-is, of course, completely different in style and in
content from the Kreutzer
Sonata. Heifetz and Smith played
it with unmistakable authoritativeness. The p e r f o r m a n c e
brought to the fore Debussy's
wonderful sense of color and
showed that the French composer, who strove constantly to
find new ways of expression, was
at once a great trail-blazer .and.
an exceedingly sensitive poet.
Then Heifetz played Fritz
Kreisler's transcription of Antonin Dvorak's Slavonic Dance in
G Maj01·; Cortege, by Lili Boulanger, a sister and pupil of the
famous Nadia Boulanger, teacher of many composers of our
time; Richard Strauss's By a
Lonely Well; and Henri Wieniawski's brilliant Capriccio-Valse.

In every instance the playing
was unforgettably beautiful.
I know that some commentators seem to believe that Maurice Ravel's sparkling Tzigane,
which was the last composition
on Heifetz's program, is, in the
final analysis, much ado about
nothing. I disagree. I have always liked the Tzigane, both because of its electrifying pyrotechnical aspects and because, in
my opinion, it is chockful of the
down-to-earth quality characteristic of gypsy music.
It would be an understatement to say that Heifetz's performance of the Tzigane was exciting. But how shall I describe
the playing? Since I can find no
completely adequate statement,
I shall have to content myself
with the report that the performance, which held the listeners spellbound, was fabulous in
every respect.
Heifetz added three encores to
his rich and enriching recital:
Felix Mendelssohn's On Wings
of Song, as transcribed for violin
and piano by Joseph Achron; his
own arrangement of It Ain't
Necessarily So, from Porgy and
Bess, by George Gershwin; and
Pablo de Sarasate's Zapateado
(The Cobbler).
The great artist is fortunate
indeed to have as his associate a
pianist as able as Mr. Smith.
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RECENT RECORDINGS

J
WoLFGANG AMADEus MozART. Divertimento No . 17, in D Major (K.
334) and Eine kleine N achtmusik
( K. 525). The Chicago Symphony
Orchestra under Fritz Reiner. -A
fine tribute to the genius of the
great master during the yea r in
which the world of music is observing the bicentennial of his birth.
33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor LM1966.
WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Serenade No. 12, in C Minor ( K. 388)
and Divertimento No. 15, in B Flat
Major (K. 287) . Arthur Fiedler and
his Sinfonietta. -Likewise a bea utiful tribute to the transcendent
genius of Mozart. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA
Victor LM-1936.
JoHANN SEBASTIAN BAcH . Suite No .
1, in C Major and Suite No . 2, in
B Minor, for Flute and String Orchestra. Hubert Barwahser, flutist.
The Concertgebouw Orchestra of
Amsterdam, Holland, under Eduard
van Beinum. -The tone of the
famous Concertgebouw Orchestra
reminds one of the bouquet of a
choice, old wine. Van Beinum's
readings are ideal. He does not resort to the expression-mongering
common among many of the socalled "interpreters" of Bach. 33 1/3
rpm. Epic LC-3194.
BEDRICH SMETANA. Quartet No . 1, m
E Minor. ALEXANDER GLAZOUNOFF .
Five Novelettes (Alia Spa gnuola,
Orientale, lnterludium m Modo
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Antico, Valse, All' Ungherese).
The Hollywood String Quartet
(Felix Slatkin, first violin; Paul
Shure, second violin; Alvin Dinkin,
viola; Eleanor Aller, 'cello). -Excellent readings. Superbly recorded.
Smetana's quartet is subtitled From
My Life. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol P8331.
EDVARD HAGERUP GRIEG. Peer Gynt
Suites Nos. 1 and 2. MIKHAIL IPPOLITOFF-IVANOFF.
C aU C a$ ian
Sketches. The Hollywood Bowl
Symphony Orchestra under Felix
Slatkin. -Fine performances of
w o n d e r f u II y picturesque music.
33 I /3 rpm. Capitol P-8329.
ANTONIO VrvALDI. Concerto in A
Minor, for Two Violins and Orchestra. David Oistrakh and Isaac
Stern, violinists, with the Philadelphia Orchestra und er Eugene Ormand y. JoHANN SEBASTIAN BACH.
Violin Concerto No. I, in A Minor.
Isaac Stern with the Philadelphia
Orchestra under Ormandy. Violin
Concerto No. 2, in E Major. David
Oistrakh with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Ormandy -Here you
hear magical playing by two of th e
world's greatest violinists and one
of the world 's greatest orchestras.
33 1/3 rpm. Columbia ML-5087.
PETER ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY. Symphony No. 5, in E Minor, Op. 64.
The BBC Symphony Orchestra
under Sir Malcolm Sargent. -Although this symphony has been recorded many times, I wholeheartedly recommend Sir Malcolm's splendidly reproduced reading. 33 1/ 3
rpm. RCA Victor LM-1947.
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LECUONA.
Suite Espagnol
(Cordoba, Andalucia, Gitanerias,
A l h am bra, Guadalquivir, Malaguena). IsAAC ALBENIZ. Cantos de
Espana (Prelude, Orientale, Cordoba, Under the Palm Tree, Seguidillas). Leonard Pennario, pianist.
-Brilliant and exc1tmg performances of colorful Spanish music.
33 1/3 rpm. Capitol P.8319.

ERNESTO

fOLK

SONGS

ORIGINAL

OF

THE

SETTINGs

Bv

FRONTIER
RoGER

IN

WAG-

Home on the
Range; Night-Herding Song; SnagTooth Sal; 0 Bury Me Not on the
Lone Prairie; Green Grow the Lilacs; The Old Chisholm Trail;
Goodby, Old Paint; Whoopee-TiYi; The Trail to Mexico; I'm a
Poor Lonesome Cowboy; The Buffalo Skinners; Little ]oe, the Wrangler; Curtains of Night. The Roger
Wagner Chorale, with Harve Presnell, Frank Alpers, Howard Chitjian, Richard Levitt, Paul Hinshaw,
and Earl Wilkie as soloists. Instrumental background. -This fine
disc is bound to give much pleasure
to many. 33 113 rpm. Capitol P8332.

NER AND SALLI TERRI.

FRIEDRICH

FREIHERR

VON

FLOTOW.

Martha . Elena Rizzieri, soprano, as
Lady Harriet Durham; Bruno Carrnassi, basso, as Lord Tristan dt·
Miklcford; Carlo Tagliabut>, baritone, as Plunkett; Ferruccio Tagliavini, tenor, as Lionel; Pia Tassinari,
contralto, as Nancy; Me rio Zorniotti as the Sheriff. Orchestra and
Chorus of Radiotelevisionc Italiana,
Turin, under Francesco Molinari
Pradelli. -Martha is not a great
opera. But I like it because of its

captivating tunefulness. This is a
superb disc-presentation. Two 12inch 33 113 rpm discs. Attractively
boxed. Complete libretto in Italian
and in English. Capitol-Cetra B1254.
FRANZ PETER ScHUBERT. Sonata for
Piano, i·n B Flat Major, Op. posth.
and Laendler, Op . 171. Leon Fleisher, pianist. -Wonderfully beautiful playing of wonderfully beautiful music by a wonderfully endowed young pianist. 33 1/3 rpm.
Columbia ML-5061.
ENRIQUE GRANADOS. Goyescas
(Part
2). FEDERICO MOMPOU. Jmpresiones
Intimas. Alicia de Larrocha, pianist.
-Admirable performances of fine
Spanish piano music by able Barcelona-born Alicia de Larrocha, who
has appeared with outstanding success both in Europe and in this
country. 33 1/3 rpm. Decca DL9815.
jOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Orgelbuech- .._ 1
lein (Little Organ Buch) . A new
t-...
three-volume release. Recorded recently as played on the organ in Symphony Hall, Boston. E. Power
Biggs, organist, who declares that
the Orgelbuechlein "is a dictionary
to Bach 's musical language." I have
received only one of the discs. Biggs
lis a great master of the organ and
a great exponent of the music of IBach. A beautiful brochure, containing his analytical notes as wrll
as the scon·s of the chorale pre- ,.,.
ludes, comes with the recordings.
33 1/ 3 rpm. Columbia SL-227.
WoLFGANG AMADEUs MozART. Symphony No . 34, in C Major (K. 338) /with the insertion of the Menuetto
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(K. 409 ) . FRAxz PETER ScHuBERT .
Symphony No. 3, i.1 D Major. The
Berlin Philharmonic 0 r c h e s t r a
undrr Igor Markevitch. -Excellent performances. Schubt'rt was
only eighteen when he wrote his
tuneful Symphony No. 3. 33 1/ 3
rpm. Decca DL-9810.

Symphony: Mathis
der Maler and Symphonic Dances.
The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
under Paul Hindemith. -Mathis
der Maler is a masterpiece. But you
can have the Symphonic Danceseven though they reveal fabulous
'workmanship. 33 1/ 3 rpm. Decca
DL-9818.

PAUL HINDEMUTH.

VAN BEETHOVEN. Symphony
No. 5, in C Minor, Op. 67. FRANZ
PETER SCHUBERT. Symphony No. 8,
in B Minor ("Unfinished"). The
Cleveland Orchestra under George
Szell. -Even though you may have
several recordings of these two imperishable masterpieces, I urge you
to become acquainted with Szell's
readings. 33 I /3 rpm. Epic LC3195.
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{,auberfloete (The
Maria Stader, as

MozART.
Die
Magic Flute).
Pamina; Rita
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Strich, as the Quet·n of the Night;
Lisa Otto, as Papagena; Ernst
Haefliger,
as
Tamino;
Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau . as Papag<'no; Josef Gn·indl, as Sarastro; and supporting cast. The Rias Symphony
Orchestra. of Berlin, the Rias
Chamber Choir, and the Berlin
Motet Choir. Ferenc Fricsay, conductor. - A grippingly effective
disc-presentation of an opera a
Singspiel by a master at whose
fabulous gn·atness I never cease to
marvel. Sung in G<'rman. Three 12inch 33 I / 3 rpm discs. Complete
libretto in German and in English.
Beautifully illustrated. Decca DX134.
GIACOMO
PucciNI.
Highlights from
Madame Butterfly. Clara Petrella,
soprano, as Madame Butterfly; Ferruccio Tagliavini, tenor, as B. F .
Pinkerton; Mafalda Masini, mezzosoprano, as Suzuki. Symphony Orchestra of Radiotelvisionc I taliana,
Turin, conducted by Angelo Questa .
The . Cetra Chorus, directed by
Giulio Mogliotti. -Extracts from
the superb disc-presentation of the
opera issued a little more than a
year ago. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol-Cetra
A-50179.

THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned 1·eviews a1·e by the Editors

RELIGION
THE PRIESTHOOD: A TRANSLATION
OF THE PERl HIEROSYNES OF
ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM

By W.
$2.50)

A.

Jurgens

(Macmillan,

Father J urg<·ns here gives us a new,
straightforward, scholarly, and highly
readable translation-at the least the
t!'nth English version since 1728- of
one of the three great works on pastoral theo logy of the Patristic era. Lutherans wi ll remember that in 1725
the great Luthnan Abbot of Alpirsbach Monastery, John Albert Bengel,
edited and translated into Latin the
same work. In dialog form the six
short "books" of On the Priesthood
explain to an intimal\' friend by the
name of Basil-generally thought
(also by Fr. Jurgens) to have been
the Bishop of Raphanea near Antioch
-why around 373J4 St. John had
committed a pious fraud on his friend
and had fh-d to the mountains to
escape being consecrated bishop, when
a little more than a decade later he
was willing to accept ordination to the
presbyteratc. The apology provides a
literarv device for describing the excellen;ies of the priesthood; the qualities needed in a priest, humility. sclf<·ontrol, wisdom, freedom from anger
and envy, charity, eloquence, skill in

argument, indifference to praise and
blame, austerity, administrative ability; and the pitfalls and temptations of
the priesthood. Fr. Jurgens finds
"rather disconcerting" ( p. vii) the
variety of terms St. John uses to
describe the clerical state and his
f2ilure to discriminate between the
priesthood and the episcopate. It
would be well for Fr. Jurgens to remember that St. John is only a slightyounger contemporary of St.
ly
Jerome, whom Roman Catholic patrologists constantly find it necessary to
fault for explicitly affirming the historic fact that by divine right the
presbyterate and the episcopate arc
one office, and that the reservation
of certain functions to the bishopnotably the right to ordain-is a
human institution. The notes ( 11
pages) to this edition and the indices of Scripturc references and of
subjects are well donc. The Priesthood
is a handily packaged item for any
clergyman's spiritual reading on vacation or otherwise.
ARTHUR ' CARL
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THE INSPIRATION OF SCRIPTURE:
A STUDY OF THE THEOLOGY OF
THE
SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY LUTHERAN DOGMATICIANS

By Rob<'rt Preus
Co., $4.50)

. ..

..

,.

(Lutheran Book
f-

]\fAY

This book, which originally was the
Reverend Mr. Preus' doctoral dissertation at the University of Edinburgh, is
a wholesome antidote to any hasty condemnation of Lutheran scholasticism.
In this careful study, the author
has worked with the original sources
to get behind the usual sweeping generalization which would brand these
theologians as naive obscurantists. In
their presentation of inspiration they
were anything but naive, as their careful distinctions revea l. Their work is
a bit ~edious , but th ey at least did
achieve a clarity and precision so often
missing in modern theology. The myth
of obscurantism is dispelled as we
see them painstakingly answer every
objection their opponents can muster
-and this almost to the point of boredom, as Preus admits.

..

The material deals with the inspired
Scripture as the Word of God and
source of theology and then discusses
the inerrancy, authority, sufficiency,
clarity, and efficacy of Scripture. In
a chapter on "Scripture as the Only
Norm of Doctrine" it is easy to see
how polemics helped to create a tradition in which church unity is based
not on the doctrine of the Gospel
( Augsburg Confession, VII), b u t
rather on even the non-fundamental
teachings of Scripture ( pp. 128-9).
Much as we admire Dr. Preus' objective scholarship in recovering these
theologians' views on inspiration-and
in this the volume should be definitive-we might nevertheless question
his SIJggestion that the reinstatement
of their views can solve our theological dilemmas today.
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The 300 years which separate us
from our fathers are filled with revolutionary developments in the areas
of philosophy, science, and historical
study. We now livC" in a different
world, and <·ven to suggest that the
Lutheran scholastics can, by being
transported into our contemporary
discussions, solve the problems which
are uniquely our own is itself something of an ana.chronistic suggestion.
Do we not rather remain truP to our
fathers when we ke<·p alive their concerns, but in the categories of our
own age?
They sought to avoid a degeneration into human speculation, by a r<'turn to God 's revelation of forgiveness and life in Christ, as we find it
recorded in the Scriptures. But this
concern also included taking seriously
the thought-world in which they lived .
Can we do less? Whitehead's analysis would seem to find application
here: "No generation can merely
reproduce its ancestors. You may preserve the life in a flux of form, or
preserve the form amid an ebb of
life. But you cannot permanently enclose the same life in the same mold ."
In spite of a few contradictions
(Did the theologians say belief tn
Christ is based on bdief in the Bible?
pp. 208, 90. Did they say that canonicity is a significant issue? pp. xi, 105.)
the bulk of the volume fulfills the
author's purpose, to give an objective
and sympathetic presentation of the
Lutheran Church's view of inspiration 300 years ago.
WILLIAM

JACOBSEN
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GENERAL
THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF JACQUES MARITAIN
Selected readings edited by J oseph
W. Evans and Leo R. W a rd (Scribn er's, $5 .00)
This is an impressive collec tion of
excerpts from the extensive writings
of the man who is perh aps th e leading exponent of Thomism livin g tod ay. The editors, who are on the
faculty of Notre Dame U niversity,
have an eye both to the classroom a nd
to the general reade r.
Perhaps no
other text can give so complete a
presentati on of the best of R oman
Catholic thinking on social a nd political problems. The book is divid ed
into four parts, d ealin g with the
human person, man a nd political society, the Gospel a nd hum an society,
and finall y the new socio- te mporal
order. In the course of the book M a ritain states the Thomist position on a
a wide vari et y of problems-on freedom and equality, property, natura l
law, the common good, and a uthority. In the background of his thinking is Thomas Aquinas and his interpreters, C a jeta n, Bell armine, a nd
Suarez.
Of special interest to thC' Lutheran
reader is the conception of thl' sta te
as an instrument. subj .. ct to th e common good a nd m a n' s conception of
that good. Marita in opposes thi s conception to th e absolutist view which
argues that the state has a n a uthority
of its own . As such Maritain's position is a strong argume nt a gainst the
Fascist and Communist state. H e has

m a naged to p<' rsu ad e a grea t ma n y
p eople with his arg uments. w,. m ight
think of him a nd tha nk him for tha t.
P a rti cul a rly exciting to the r!'v i!'wer
was M a rita in 's address to th e UN ES CO conference in M exico C ity in
194 7. M a rita in proposes th a t men o f
v a r y i n g philosophica l background
with different theoreti ca l justifications for their d ecisions may neverth eless agree on practi ca l ma ttersmust, in fact, if a n y soluti ons a rc to
be ha d . M a rita in bt:l ieves ( the revi ewer thinks rightly ) th a t onl y m
th a t way ca n a d emocra ti c polity in
na ti onal or intern a ti ona l a ffa irs be
successful. T he Christia n, the Communi st, a nd the hum a ni st may agree on
a cha rter of hum a n ri ghts or on a
syste m o f laws while disagree ing
sha rpl y on the reasons for the m.
Whether on e agrees with M a ritain
or not, on e ca nnot help but be impressed by th e cla rity a nd coherence
h e brin gs to these problems and with
th e sureness of hi s procedure as h e
mows from dogma to socia l princ iple .
Th e Rom a n Catholi c church
has a set of principles and a pa ttern
of un equivoca l terms within whi ch any
socia l probl!"m ca n be sn a nd intelli ge ntly di scussed . So mu ch of Protesta nt thinkin g. with a weak,, n,·d a nd
h a lf-und t> rstood th eological tra dition,
is in sa d co ntrast to thi s. Perh a ps only
Rl'inhold Ni eb uhr o n th e Am e ric a n
sce ne has achiewd th e apologeti c
sophi sti ca tio n of M a rita in ; a nd for
onC' wh o a dmires cla rity a ud coh r r!'nce th nc IS little choice bl'twe r n
th em.
Do N M~=:vt:R
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THE SECRET OF DEMOCRACY

By Suzanne
$5.00)

Labin

(Vanguard,

THE AARONSBURG STORY

By Arthur H.
$3.50)

-

Lewis

(Vanguard,

Mme. Labin has written a defense
of democracy in a voice eloquent,
sharply penetrating, yet so simple and
straightforward that it left this reviewer enviously muttering to himself, "I wish I had said that." In
chapter after chapter she convincingly demonstrates that which we may all
feel in our hearts to be true, but are
unable to prove in argument: that
totalitarian powers, whether of the
right or the left, are doomed to ultimate failure; that free democratic
government is the only road to higher
civilization which safeguards t h e
rights of the individual and the broad
goals of society too.
It is the same rational faith in
progress that inspired our nation's
founders, but which few people expect to hear from the France of JeanPaul Sartre and Pierre Poujade. The
author is no wild-eyed dreamer. She
admits that man's road is tortuous.
"Nothing man undertakes is wholly
right or pure. No egotism is completely criminal, no devotion completel y holy, no action follows a trul y
pure inspiration .... If we teach people
to read, the most misleading works
are at once prese nted for their use. If
universal suffrage is attained, political
mountebanks arise immediately. If we
invent the radio, lies are promptl y
aired." Yet she insists that such is
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man's lot, and it need not cause him
to despair. No victory is ever won
before new trials await him.
Mme. Labin is especially cogent in
her analysis of the causes of twentieth century totalitarianism, causes
stemming from modern technology,
the bureaucratic state, German Romanticism, and the decline m religious faith. All things considered, a
most valuable addition to any American library.

The Aaronsburg Story makes a fitting companion piece to the foregoing because it gives us a practical
demons~ration of how Mme. Labin's
convictions can be put into action.
Aaronsburg is a tiny Pennsylvania
hamlet of 321, founded by a Jew
named Aaron Levy in 1786 who provided the land for the first Lutheran
church and who proclaimed a simple
faith in human brotherhood that lies
in every American community if only
we will take the care to bring it out.
Arthur Lewis, a journalist and teacher
at th e University of Pittsburgh, organized a meeting there m 1949
which included Felix Frankfurter,
Ralph Bunche, William Do novan,
and distinguished members of the
United Nations. These world-renowned
leaders sat down with the citizens of
Aaronsburg to talk over tensions that
cause trouble among men and women
of good-will in a democratic environment. The book tells how the first
meeting was organized, and how the
idea has since spread to many other
communities over the nation.
WILLIS Bovo
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THE WRITER OBSERVED

By Harvey Breit (World, $3.75 )
This is a collection of talks-much
of it luncheon-table talks- with fifty
contemporary writers whom Harvey
Breit sought out and interviewed during the last six years. Breit is assistant
editor of the New York Times Book
Review, where these interviews were
first printed.
There is a wide rang<' of authors,
each represented in the short space of
three or four pages-Robert Sherwood, E. M. Forster, John O ' Hara,
William Carlos Williams, Noel Coward, Norman Mailer, Van Wyck
Brooks, Dylan Thomas, and Ernest
Hemingway, to give only a sampling.
Usually the occasion for an interview is the publication of a new work,
though the interviews are not publicity pieces nor even intnviews in the
usual sense. Breit explains in a preface
that he conceives it to be his job "to
give a glimpse of coherent character
through the talk and, wherever possible, the act (or gesture)," and this
gives rise to "creative" problems,
which he discusses at some length.
In brief, he docs not hesitate to condense, rearrange, and in other ways
manipulate his material in the interest
of a higher scrupulousness than a
mere transcript of an interview could
convey.
The resulting pieces, snatched from
the ephemeral existence of literary
journalism and given a permanence
that mere accumulation and hard
covers suggest, reflect Mr. Breit's
shaping power, literacy; and good
taste. Of their kind, these pieces brook
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no rivals, but they arc lightweight
fare, a miscellany of literary desserts.
ALLEN

E.

TUTTLE

THE LETTERS OF
GEORGE SANTAYANA

Edited by Daniel Cory (Scribner's,
$7 .50)
Though a philosopher and a literary figure are generally two very different and unrelated men nowadays,
George Santayana is both with subtlety and grace. Witty and charming,
profound and alert, Santayana moves
with ease in almost every realm of
letters: poetry, essay, novel, and biography.
And his personal letters, no less
than his published works. reveal Santayana as a man of peculiar scope and
depth. Born in Spain, he was educated at Harvard under William
James and Josiah Royce in an intellectual climate which was always
foreign, so it seemed, to his pursuits.
An early letter to James shows his
Latin independence and quiet rebellion against the direction of American
philosophy:
Emerson might pipe his wood
notes and chi rp at the universe
most blandly; his genius might
be tender and profound and
Hamlet-like, and that is all beyond my range and contrary to
my purpose. I am a Latin and
nothing seems serious to me except politics, except the sort of
men your idea1l will ·involve and
the sort o'i happiness they will be
capable of. Religion in particular was found out more than 100
years ago ...
A statement so cogent as this IS certainly the natural beginning for a
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study of the philosopher; it lays bare
his perspective and so provides th e
key to his Life of Reason . But it does
more. Santayana is chiefly remembered for his wise and gentle epigrams, ones that seem incoherent
when placed side by side; and yet here
is Santayana saying that thev all
stem from one purpose and th~y <lll
grow toward one goal. The Letters arc
significant for an int!'rpretation of
Santayana , the mind .
But they also give us the man.
Critics of Santayana have often
charged him with indifference and
apathy toward his fellows. Like a
camera he was, so they say, registering ideas without emotion and portraits without sympathy. But the Letters dispel this charge. Writing to the
Marchesa Iris Origio upon the death
of her little boy, Santayana says:
... We have no claim to any of
our possessions. We have no
claim to exist; and as we have to
die in the end, so we must resign ourselves to die piecemeal
which really happens when w~
lose somebody or something that
was closelv intertwined with our
existence. It is like a physical
wo~nd;
we may survive, but
ma1med and broken in that direction; dead then·.
The mind of a poet is here speaking through the medium of prose;
and it is just this svmpathetic affection and litcraf\· grace that makes
Santayana far more than a professional
philosopher.
For
revealing
Santayana's mind, the Letters are a
significant addition to philosophical
scholarship; and for revealing the
man, they are a significant contribution to English letters.
RoBERT KuscH
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A TREASURY OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER
FOLKLORE

Edited
$5 .00)

by B.

A. Hotkin

(Crown,

Popular conceptions of this principal river of the U.S., summarized by
the Indian as the Father of Waters
and by the Negro as 01' Man River,
are here gathered m a convenient
form . Significantly, too, the numerous tributaries together with the adjoining river country-both places and
inhabitants-are given their due. This
is a popular panorama that liberates
the imagination. Seemingly inexhaustible is the supply of anecdotes, legends,
traditions, tall tales, customs, pastimes,
songs, ballads, stories, and folksay. To
name but one example, W. C. Handy
describes how "St. Louis Blues" was
born in an age of vamps and jazz.
Notably "as a way of life rather
than a mere highway the rivcr country has had its greatest impact on the
American character and folk imagination . . . a region of extremes and
sharp contrasts and violent changcs."
Prominent among our folklorists,
Mr. Botkin has been in this kind of
anthologizing business since 1929 and
has edited six similar trcasuries of
regional folklore (I think this is the
best organized). He has been Chief
of the Archive of American Folksong
in the Library of Congress and President of the American Folklore Society.
Appropriate identification of each
published source is given in a footnote. There is a double index: of
authors, titles, and first lines of
songs-and likewise of subjects, names,
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and places. This kind of research develops when, as here, the compiler
has combed through obscure newspapers and periodicals, has delved into
old and rare pamphlets and manuscripts, or has culled intelligently
from broadsides, almanacs, diaries, histories, and the like. Oral sources are
useful too; in his travels Mr. Botkin
has obtained choice items at. first hand
from the lips of natives and has made
recordings of their yarns and lyrics.
' '\

This, then, is potent social history.
Our current public interest in all
areas of American folkways is stimulated by (not only indebted to) reliable compilations of this sort. May
Botkin again score high, soon!
HERBERT

H.

UMBACH

FRATERNITIES WITHOUT
BROTHERHOOD

By Alfred McClung Lee (Beacon
Press, $1.95)
Mr. Lee is the chairman of the department of sociology and anthropology at Brooklyn College and a
member of five fraternities (one national social and four professional
and/or honorary). Mr. Lee is concerned over what he calls a "defect"
in American social fraternities (and
sororities) :
"This defect may be summed up
as "Aryanism" --- the acceptance
and rejection of persons for
membership on grounds of race,
religion, and national origin."
He subtitles his book "A Study of
Prejudice on the American Campus."
In this relatively short book (about
160 pages) he reviews the American
college fraternity and points up this

shortcoming by reference to actual
events on college campuses, charter
and constitutional provisions m the
various national fraternities, and actions taken by various national organizations to preserve Aryanism. He
discusses a number of fraternities by
name and documents his assertions
with some nineteen pages of notes and
a bibliography. He also reports on the
efforts that have been made, or are
being made, on a number of campuses to eliminate this prejudice in
national fraternities. To date, he
notes, these efforts have not met with
too much success.
Early in the book Mr. Lee states,
and clearly, the argument for permitting discrimination in fraternities
and sororities.
"The theory of 'voluntarism'
takes the following form: Any
group, particularly one created
for social purposes, has the right
to set any admissions requirements
its members wish. If bald-headed
men or pigeon-toed women wish
to form exclusive clubs, this is
presumably their democratic right.
Moreover, it is alleged that fraternities and sororities arc extensions of or substitutes for family
and home in the college environment. The right of any group, and
especially of one resembling the
family, to maintain exclusiveness
should not be abridged by fiat.
Disputes within the fraternity
'family,' too, should be resolved
within that 'family' in terms of
its own standards and in its own
way, not by such an 'outside'
authority as a college administration."
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Now this is an old and familiar
argument and no one passes it on or /uses it more glibly than an under-
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graduate member of a national, social
fraternity. Often it i~ used in a forceful way by alumni 'brothers." This
argument has been used so often because there have been so few answers
to it. Or the answer given in response
to it has not been a very good answer.
Mr. Lee has given some careful
thought to this argument, or rationalization, and presents his refutation.
His answer, as I understand it, turns
on the point that the American college fraternity is not (and has never
been satisfied to be) a purely social
organization. That it has constantly
strived to permeate and dominate
every aspect of college life that falls
within its realm. That the college
campus is unique and that comparisons to the community and the social
life of the community are not appropriate. That the college is concerned with "moral" growth whereas
the community and the community's
social patterns are the reflection of
"mores." That the American college
campus offers the last formal opportuPity to indoctrinate large groups of
young people " ... in the conventions
of society which tradition and hallowed usage associate with the welfare
of society." That it is unfortunate to
have on campuses institutions formally
accepting discrimination as a matter
of principle.
"In the realm of morals, young
people are strongly tempted to be
inspired chiefly by the parent of
the opposite sex. They are also
strongly tempted to fall back into
the immaturity and cruelty typical of early play groups. The
choices they make are in the aggregate fateful for the future of
our society. On the degree to
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which we permit those decisions
to be moral and idealistic (by
seeing to it that college fraternities express the highest "moral
ideal," i.e. by extending "brotherhood" unhampered by considerations of race, religion, or national
depends whether
origin. Ed.)
young people will seek alternative
gang-like activities."
Mr. Lee states his case best as
follows:
"In view of such practices and
legal precedents (discrimination
in business, clubs, even some
churches, housing, etc., etc.) outside of colleges, why should colleges attempt to set up and be
able to establish brotherhood
standards different from those
prevalent in the general community? The answer lies of course
in the basically moral function of
the college. Advanced educational
institutions are dedicated to minimizing tribalistic prejudices. One
of the striking conclusions from
studies of prejudice is the high
correlation between L•e amount
of education and the absence of
prejudice against persons for
reasons of group membership."
"Colleges should not be narrow
technical schools but places where
the horizons of mankind are expanded and where reason and
observation and experimentation
can take the place of passion and
prejudice. The existence of an
organization that permeates a
major portion of a student's experiences with an Aryan philosophy is hardly consistent with the
total educational philosophy of
an American college."
Mr. Lee's argument or refutation is
difficult to answer. In the light of the
rather recent spread of national fraternities and their introduction on
campuses of church-related colleges,
like Valparaiso, it will be interesting
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to observe the effect that the new
chapters on more "morally-centered"
campuses will have on the national
organizations. The next decade should
witness many changes in the structure
of the national social fraternity and
sorority. Mr. Lee points out however that a mere change in the
language of the constitution or charter
of an organization will not be helpful
if Ary·a nism simply goes underground.
Mr. Lee is not pessimistic about
the American college fraternity. He
sees much in it that is good.
"Fraternities offer chiefly (a) a
retreat or refuge from campus
parent-substitutes and from the
harsh criteria and rivalries of the
campus; (b) a collective source of
aid in coping with such parentsubstitutes, the professors, and
their .campus system; (c) a permissive, independent place and
association in which to experiment
with social roles; and (d) a way
to be rated by one's fellows ~nd
to rate them, a way to obtain
and to accord to others a recognizable campus identity."
Mr. Lee feels that if this problem of
fraternity without brotherhood can be
met that the fraternity can occupy a
valid and proper place on the campus
of the American college. That there
is no reason why a fraternity can not
and should no~ cease to be a school for
prejudice and b~come a school for
mature participation m democratic
society.

The first is a classics of historical
writing that was originally published
in French in the year 1864 and later
in the readable English t ranslation of
William Small in 1873. It is the translation that has been reprinted. This
well-known scholarly work, now almost a hundred years old, is a close
study of the dominating influence exercised by the primitive religion over
every aspect of public and private life
during the early centuries of Greece
and of Rome, and of the gradual
emancipation of political and social
institutions from the old religion after
belief in its truth and confidence in
its efficacy had finally been shattered
in the minds and hearts of men. In
the last chapter the author briefly discusses the revival of religion following
the advent of Christianity and the
changed conditions of government
that Christianity produced.

Mr. Lee's book is timely. It should
be required reading for college admmJstrators, students, fraternity and
sorority members at the local chapter
level, and, finally, the officers and
leaders of the national organizations
themselves.

Like the foregoing, Burckhardt's
book too was published in the nineteenth century, in German for the
first time in 1852 and again in a second edition in 1880. The present
fluent English translation, initially
published by Pantheon Books in 1949,

By Fustel De Coulanges
day, 95 cents).
THE AGE
GREAT.

OF

(Double-

CONSTANTINE

By Jacob Burckhardt
$1.25).

THE

(Doubleday,

Each of the volumes listed above appears as a low-cost paper-bound reprint.
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is the product of Moses Hadas, professor of classics at Columbia U niversity. In his impressive and nobly conceived volume Burckhardt has given
us not so much a technical analysis of
the life and reign of Constantine as
an integrated cultural history depicting the great age of t:-amition from
paganism to Christianity, which extended over the approximately fifty
years from the accession of the Roman
emperor Diocletian to the death of
his successor Constantine. This transition .is further observed in the passing of the classical tradition in art
when form and harmony are replaced
by exaggerated Oriental splendor.
Also the description of the eastern
empire's rigid governmental bureaucracy illustrates how a large part of
the ancient world was enabled to exist for another thousand years.

-+

-1

In the case of the subjects treated
in both these books, the reader would
find more technical and up-to-date
accounts in such later publications as
the comprehensive, m u It i-v o I u me
Cambridge Ancient History, the work
of a number of the world's best specia1ists. However, through their insight, skill, and imagination the two
older scholars, though without benefit of the results achieved by the latest
~esearch, contribute more meaningful,
1f not truer, pictures than do the
studies of contemporary professional
historians. And it is this greater appeal of their timeless messages that
justifies the appearance of each of
these two classics in a popular edition.
EDGAR

c.

REINKE
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THE POWER TO GO

By M errill D enison (Doubleday,
$5.00)
Merrill Denison, a free lance writer,
has written a short and at the same
time thorough history of the automotive industry. He looks into its
early history and offers an explanation for the tremendous development
of the automobile and why it prospered so in America. He examines the
industry and the impact of mass production in the automotive field. He
discusses the social and economic picture in the United States during the
last half century and analyzes the
factors that, starting with the automobile, changed our society to such a
point that the automobile became a
necessity rather than a luxury. He
discusses the present day automobile
in the light of comfort, convenience,
and safety. He offers some recommendations with regard to reducing
the !ife and property toll exacted by
the modern automobile. He is not
pessimistic, however, over the future
of the automobile and says that it
promises. . . . . "a tomorrow as fabulous as its past."
Complete with pictures, a chronology of significant events in the
automotive field , and a great deal of
statistical information on the industry,
the highway pictures, accidents, employment data, etc. There is also a
glossary of technical terms. The automobile is a significant economic factor
m our present society and this
well-written book about the automobile, the automotive industry, and
the society in which it operates will do
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much to present a clearer picture of
a subject about which there are often
too many easy generalizations.
THE MAN IN THE IRON LUNG

By Leonard C. Hawkins with Milton Lomask (Doubleday, $3 .75)
The late President Roosevelt did
much to focus attention on polio and
did much to initiate the research that
is now proving so profitable. Frederick Snite, Jr. focused attention on the
use of the "iron lung" in the treatment of polio cases. Perh aps of all the
people in this country who have been
victims of paralytic polio he was the
most well-known. His was a story with
dramatic tones. He was stricken in
China while on a world tour with his
parents, he was young and handsome
and enjoyed a social position, he married and fathered a family, and he
lived almost all of his eighteen-and-ahalf years after being stricken in his
mechanical breathing unit.
After the initial attack it was over
a year before he cou1d be returned to
the United States. He was brought
home in his lung in what must have
been a long and difficult voyage.
There had to be a staff to care for
him, equipment to move his lung and
power it, as well as adequate clearances for the large contraption. It
was not until Frederick was back in
the United States that it was finally
apparent that he would have to live
the remainder of hi's life either in his
iron lung or in a portable chest respirator. That he did this and accomplished so many other things is a
tribute to his fortitude and endurance.

During much of this eighteen-anda-half-year period Leonard C. Hawkins served as a tech nical assistant to
the staff in charge. H e was responsible for the mechanical operation of
the lung. In addition, he served as a
companion, chauffeur, and friend to
Frederi ck. Now that Frederick 1s
dead (in 1954) Hawkins accounts for
some of the years that he spent in
caring for the famous invalid.
Hawkins' portrait of Frederick shows
a young man of patience, resignation,
und erstanding, and a great zest for
life. Frederick, for example, learned
to play tournament bridge after being
·confined to his lung and at the time
of his ' death had accumulated 244 of
the 300 points required to be denominated a "master." He also shows a
man who was deeply religious and
devout. It has often been said that
Frederick was fortunate that his family was wealthy and that he could afford to do the man y, many things
that he did: trips to Florida in the
winter, a summer home in Wisconsin,
~
a large personal staff, buses and conveyance to take him wherever his
whim directed (if a bridge tournament was being held within 400 miles ""
he attended), and the financial resources to be generous to others-particularly to other polio victims. Hawkins points out that though there may
be some merit to this point it
still takes a great deal of courage and
hope to make the be~t out of a life
so limited. Hawkins attributes much
of Frederick's ability to accomplish a
feeling of sere nity to his Roman Catholic background and the depth of his
religious convictions.
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The reader is given e n o u g h
glimpses into the life of young Snitc
to reveal that though he may have
had all of these noble attributes
he was also a very human person and
that he too had his weaknesses, his
problems, and his irritations. To read
this account is to be warmed by the
strength that Frederick demonstrated
in adversity and be reminded that
good health is still one of the great
gifts of a generous God.
CA PTAIN OF THE QUEENS

The Autobiography of Captain
Harry Grattidge as told to Richard
Collier (Dutton, $4.50)
•

Captain Harry Grattidge, former
Commodore of the Cunard Line, commanded both the Queen Mary and the
Queen Elizabeth in his fifty years at
sea, and in his autobiography he tells
., about his years on the luxury passenger liners that ply the world's oceans.

The Captain describes his early
life, his early years at sea, his service
~
during two World Wars, and notes in
passing the many great changes that
have come to the sea service in his
-1 years. Finally, he tells what it is like
to be the commander of a ship like
the Mary or the Elizabeth, the re"" sponsibilities and duties of the cap-
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tain, the problems arising m the dayto-dav operations of these floating
hotels, and at some length about his
role as the social arbiter of his ship.
He tells of the many prominent persons who have traveled in the Queens
and his responsibilities toward them
as well as a description of the parties
given
for
prominent
government
leaders. statesmen, artists, businessmen, and royalty .
The Captain told his story to
Ri chard Collier. At best this is not
an easy thing to do and I am afraid
that Mr. Collier has not produced an
au tobiograph y
that
captures
the
flavor of the Captain's personality. In
explaining himself to Mr. Collier I
am sure that the Captain had difficulty in accounting for all of his actions and responses. In his attempts to
be sure that his amanuensis received
a clear picture he probably explained
things that are not explainable. The
consequence of this is that the Captain as a true British merchant sea
man does not quite come through.
This is not serious since adrnittedl y
the emphasis is on the Queens and
anyone at an interested in these fabulous ships will find this interesting
reading.

A Minority
Report
----------BY

V I C T0 R

A Political Year
As politics go in the United
States, every year is a political
year. In the state of Indiana, for
example, we eat, drink, and
sleep politics. It is one of the
great Hoosier sports. It is getting
so that a citizen cannot walk
around the courthouse block in
my Indiana town without having
a momentous political debate on
every corner and a few "inbetween."
We have enough elections year
by year, and two years by two, to
maintain and perpetuate a lively
interest in politics and political
action. But after everything is
said and done, as the boys on the
corner say, there is nothing, absolutely nothing, like a presidential election year. During a presidential election year, the Hoosier sleeps in his starting blocks
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and he is ready to go at any
time. When you wake him up, ,...
he grabs his gavel with one
hand, shakes someone's hand
with the other and begins to •
yell, "Ladies and gentlemen, my
dear friends and countrymen,
etc., etc."
This year the preliminaries of •
the presidential election have
been unusually touch and go. It
goes this way and that way. Ike's
14
heart does "flip-flops" and the
nation is worried. Then the
people in high places decide
that the heart attack after all twas not a very bad attack. In addition, the Republicans have
been handling Nixon like a time- '<
bomb and, I guess, that is about
the best picture language to describe Nixon. The only trouble 'ris that his ti111e is not our time.
~
Meanwhile the Democrats

MAY

.., have been traveling unchartered
seas. The trouble with the South
resulting from the de-segregation
decision of the Supreme Court
could split the Democrats widely
and deeply. In certain respects,
it has already despite all Demo... cratic protestations to the contrary. The Democrats cannot
talk away the problem of the
""" South anymore than the Republicans can talk away the problems of the farmer and the fact
... that many people think that Ike
is a "do-nothing" presidentthat he does not say anything
because he really does not have
anything to say.
At one time, Stevenson seemed
to be a "shoo-in" for the presidential nomination and now he
• has been dealt some real blows
by the coon-skin boy from Tennessee-who, unlike Ike, talks too
~ much and promises too much.
He acts and talks like a frontiersman but his Davy Crockett
-1 rifle
might be too little. At
least, he is active.
And, so heaven help me, what
.., am I going to do if Frank
Lausche becomes the dark-horse
candidate. I am not quite ready
--< to join the Republicans.
~

..;.

Th e Farm Problem
a

In "The National Whirligig,"
column syndicated by Ray
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Tucker, I found this statemen:
"AI)nost every Republican national committeeman and state
chairman between the Appalachian M o u n t a i n s and the
Great Divide-the .. br~ad basket
of the nation-have warned the
White House and GOP headquarters here that all those
states could easily vote Democratic next November over the
farm problem."
Both the Minnesota and the
Wisconsin primaries, according
to some commentators, have indicated that the Republicans
are facing a potential farmers'
revolt. Some of these farmers
are mad enough to take to guns,
strikes, and pitchforks because
of falling farm prices, are mad
because the farmer (as they
claim) never quite catches up to
the peace and prosperity of
some of the business classes of
the nation, and are mad in some
cases because labor has managed
to get its problems solved by organized activity.
As an indication of what the
future might bring, bear in
mind that some of the dairy
farmers in the northern midwestern states have lately gone
on a sort of strike and have refused to deliver milk. The farmer in some instances has not been
one to organize and bargain col-
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lectively-but the day might not
be far off.
It might be that the popularity of Eisenhower might carry
him through to victory come
next November. But if the Republicans lose five or so Senate
seats in the heart of the nation
and twenty to twenty-five seats
in Congress, Ike will find it hard
to get along with his Congress.
In that case, his heart trouble
will not be a serious problem
and he will have plenty of time
to take it easy. He might even
be able to play in the Master's
Tournament down in Georgia
next year. The only trouble with
that situation is that, while Ike
is taking it easy, the displaced
Congressmen and Senators will
find it increasingly difficult to
"like Ike."
It is fair to say that the solution of the farm problem is perhaps one of the most difficult
domestic issues of our times. I
for one see no real answers.
Flexible price supports or not?
Surplus banks and distribution
plans? The present farm legislation seems in many respects to
be bad law. As Senator Dirksen
of Illinois (who has a Bible
verse for every occasion) has
said, "it will take a Solomon to
administer this law."
At this point, I am reminded
of what Charles Maddox, one of

our Indiana state senators (Re- ~
publican) said a few weeks ago:
"Very often the real issues play
only a twenty per cent role m a
campaign whereas the major
component in a victorious campaign is popularity." One way
for Ike to sell the GOP down ~
the river is to lose his popularity
among the farmers. One way of
losing that popularity is to be •
unable and unwilling to do anything about falling prices and
the like. I do not feel that Ike ...
has caused the downfall of the
farmers anymore than I believe
that the Democrats caused war
and communism.
But that's the way it is with
people, politics, and pressure
groups-and from here, it seems,
one sometimes has to play it with -..
mtrrors.

.

A Change of Direction
Several months ago it seemed
rather obvious the farmers were
blaming Benson for their difficulties. But Ray Tucker, mentioned above, sees a change in
direction: "The most alarming
note in these communications is
that the farmers are now beginning to blame Ike, not Secretary
Ezra Taft Benson, for their difficuI ties. Several recent incidents
not connected with their personal problems convince them that
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the secretary of agi·iculture is
simply carrying ottt White House
orders in opposing 90 per cent
price support."
One might add from Tucker:
"I t shakes the complacent attitude that lke could walk to vic.,. tory w i t h a television-fran t
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porch campa ig n on the seemingly safe issue of 'peace and p rosperity.' "
Shen n a n Adams will have to
change his p lans, I g uess-a nd
Robert Mon tgomery wi ll have to
go back to his act ing .

.-·-·-·-·-··
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THE COUNTRYSIDE
(From the French of Leon-Paul Fargue)
The countryside
H as three paths ... (Ts th at meaningless?)
It's gloomy ...

...

Three blades of grass in that barrenness
Seem h~ge .
Three birds fl y off
Like scythes swinging
There where the horizon
Lifts its blue eyes.
A sad pedestrian
vVanders minutely
In the distan ce,
And three schoolboys
Take the pa th.
lt's a fair evening,
:\ window brightens
Dies away and return s
Far away .
(The lamp having been lit,
Soon night will faiL)

-Translat ed uy

CHARLES G uENTH ER

THE MOTION PICTURE
By

ANNF. HANSEN

D i r e c to r s, producers, playwrights, players, and play-goers
have acclaimed Anna Iag-nani
as "the world's greatest actress."
·when the fiery Anna learned
that she had won Hollywood's
coveted Oscar-the highest award
any screen player can receiveshe cried, "It's great. I feel just
as if I had built the Colosseum.
Is all an earthquake inside." It
seems to me that here, in a few
words, the famous 1talian actress
gives us an excellent description
of herself. Miss Magnani is indeed "all an earthquake inside"
-and outside, too, for all that.
In a feature article in Pamde
Lloyd Shearer tells us something
about the volcanic Anna's tempestuous behavior during the
filming of Tennessee Williams'
comedy-drama The Rose Tattoo
(Paramount, Vista Vision, Daniel Mann). ',Yhen she forgot her
carefully rehearsed lines, she
sulked and wept. When she was
asked why she was so rough
w i t h her fellow-players, she
shouted, "Is all in script! When
l play I play. You want Magnani
without fire, without sincere?
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Then IS no Magnani. vVhen
script say slap, I slap." She did,
too. Often she rejected lines of
dialogue because "I no feel. No
can do what is false. What is not
Magnani-what is not here"giving emphasis to her words
with a resounding slap on her
chest.
Miss Magnani was born in
Rome about forty-seven years
ago. She refuses to discuss her
childhood. But we know that it
was a period of grim poverty.
When she was seventeen, Miss
Magnani won admission to the
Academia Dmmatica Eleanore
Duse. After her graduation she
appeared in vaudeville, in night
clubs, on the legitimate stage,
and, finally, in Italian films.
Her marriage to Goffredo Alessandrini, a motion picture director, lasted only seven years.
Since then Miss Magnani's name
has been linked romantically
with many prominent figures in
the Italian film industry-notably with Roberto Rosselini before his marriage to Ingrid Bergman. Luca, her thireteen-yearold son, was crippled by polio
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"' when he was only two years old.
At this time he is undergoing a
series of muscle-grafting opera.., tions in a Swiss clinic. Miss Magnani's devotion to her son is
touching. She is still fiercely de-l
termined that he shall walk
again and that he shall have
every advantage in life.
Short, stocky, careless of her
dress and appearance, the famous
actress has said of herself, "I no
Hollywood star. Look my figure.
"' Look my face. No young. No
pretty. Only fire."
In The Rose Tattoo, Miss
Magnani's first American-made
film, she portrays Sicilian-born
Serefina with fire, passion, and
superlative artistry. Burt Lancaster is less successful in the role
• of the lover who succeeds in
rousing the widow from the despair and the self-imposed se~ elusion which followed the death
of her adored husband. Mr. Lancaster makes a valiant effort. But
~ he simply is not at home in the
part. Accent and mannerisms are
too obviously cultivated to meet
.., the play's demands.
Marisa
Pavan and Ben Cooper are appealing as the young lovers. The
• supporting cast is outstanding.
Mr. Mann's direction is exem~ plary, and the black-ancl-whi te
-1 photography is arresting and
highly effective.
Anyone who has seen or read
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the plays of Tennessee Williams
-whom some have called the
ablest American playwright of
our day-knows; ·of ·course, that
they are for adults. Even adults
most often find them disturbing
and sometimes actually shocking.
For, to date, Mr. Williams has
devoted his unquestioned talent
to plays that are sensual, sensational, and decadent. Is it presumptuous to hope that he may
at some time turn his hand to
stage works more stimulating
and refreshing?
It is difficult to understand
why the Production Code Seal
has been withheld from The
A1an with the Golden Ann
(United Artists, Otto Preminger). I know, of course, that the
Production Code declares that
"the illegal drug traffic and drug
addiction must never be presented" on the screen and that the
Commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics has always refused to sanction any screen
treatment of a subject which is
both delicate and controversial.
And it requires very little imagination to realize how dangerous
the practice could be in the
hands of unscrupulous producers
and exhibitors. But Tl1e Nlan
with the Golden A 1'117, based on
Nelson Ahlgren's powerful novel,
is a forceful indictment of all
those who trafl'ic in drugs-of
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those who corrupt the innocent
and of those who prey on victims already "hooked." Drug addiction is depicted for what it is
-an ugly and sordid business,
without glamor and without reward, except to those who are
willing to traffic in human misery. The picture is a stark and
harrowing study of the sufferi~g
and the degradation that go with
drug addiction a n cl of the
danger of the addict to the community. 1 am convinced that no
one can come away from this
picture unmoved and that it
gives eve r y viewer a better
understanding of a serious and
tragic na tiona! problem .
Frank Sinatra is wonderful as
Frankie Machina, the unfortu·
nate man who "carries a forty·
pound monkey on his back."
Eleanor Parker is convincing as
the wife who pretends to be a
cripple, and Kim Novak is excellent as the understanding
friend who helps Frankie in his
fight to rid himself of a terrible
affliction. Arnold Stang plays
Frankie's loyal friend with commendable restraint. Every member of the supporting cast merits
wholehearted a p p r o v a I. Otto
Preminger's fine direction again
proves that he is one of the
ablest directors in the industry.
Some time ago I read Geoffrey Wagner's challenging book

Pamde of Pleasure: A Study of ,..

Popuht1·

!conogmphy 1n th e
by an Englishman and published in London,
\-this volume contains a penetrating study titled Movies: The Art
of Getting Tough. In the con·
eluding chapter of this section of
the book Mr. Wagner asks:
"What is the explanation of this
perversion and mayhem that
Hollywood is churning out by
the can-load each year?
vVhatever the reason for this in· "'
crease in movie violence, however, it is to my mind an insu l t
to the American people."
This is a subject which has
troubled me for a long time.
Why, for example, should anyone want to produce a fi lm as
sordid and as steeped in violence •
as Th e Last Hunt (M-G-M,
Richard Brooks)? Here Robert
Taylor, Stewart Granger, and ._
Lloyd Nolan are the principals
in an unsavory drama which is
set against the magnificent
beauty of the hills of South Dakota . And what about Shar-k out
on 101 (Allied Artists), Slightly .-.
Scm·let (RKO-Radio), foe Mac·
beth (Columbia), City of Shad·
ows (Republic) and I Cover the ~-.
Wate1[ront (Republic)? Jt is disturbing enough to think that ~
youngsters are permitted to see 1these crime-and-violence films. lt
is even more disturb ing to know
U.S.A. Written
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.; that many adults seem to want
to see them.
Ransom! (M-G-M, Alex Segal),
.., based on a popular TV presentation by Cyril Hume and Richard Maibaum, is something more
than a conventional suspense
-1
thriller. Ransom! poses this problem: Shall the parents of a kidnaped child meekly pay the ransom demanded by the abductors,
or shall they refuse and sopossibly-increase the danger to
"" their child? Glenn Ford is the
father who must make this fearful decision. It would not be
fair to reveal either his decision
or the plot of the play. Ransom!
is an expertly made film which
holds one's attention from start
to finish. Both the acting and
-» the direction are outstanding. It
seems regrettable tha t the picture never reveals the identity of
..l the kidnapers.
Versatile Danny Kaye gives
his all in The Court ]ester (Par.; amount, Vista Vision, Technicolor, Norman Panama and
Melvin Frank), a sparkling cos. ~ tume play which lampoons with
scathing effectiveness the recent
rash of Hollywood knights-in_.; armor films.
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Come Next Sp1·ing (R epublic,
Trucolor, R. G. Springsteen) pre~ents Ann Sheridan and Steve
Cochran i.~ a _simple but engrossing story of a woman's faith and
a man's regeneration. This modest-budget film is far superior in
every way to many costly and
highly touted productions.
In There's Always Tomorrow
(Universal-International, Douglas Sirk) Barbara Stanwyck, Joan
Bennett, and Fred McMurray become entangled in a routine and
decidedly boring triangle plot.
From the Walt Disney Studios
we have The Littlest Outlaw,
which tells the story of a little
boy's gallant efforts to save the
life of a four-footed friend. This
film falls far short of the high
standards we have come to expect from Mr. Disney. I doubt
that it will have much appeal for
any age group.
If you enjoy Eve Arden as Our
Miss Brooks on radio and TV,
you may enjoy Our Miss Brooks
(Warners). Personally I think.
that the program is not only
very dull but an embarrassing
travesty of a profession whi.ch is
all-important to society. The film
is no better.
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SPRING THOUGHT
" 'A garden is a lovesome thing' "
Said the poet in the spring,
"'God wot!'
It is a sweet time of the year,
And I'm happy in my dear
Little plot! "

And so he spaded, raked and hoed
In the good, rich earth. He sowed
Quite a lot!
And all of it came up and grew
As, of course, the weeds did too -On the clot!
Then, as the summer came and went,
All his leisure time was spent
On the trot!
Taking care of his small farm -And the summer wasn't warm -It was hot! -It's still a good thing, we all know,
But the hard working poEt says "Rot!
Next year I'll be a philistine
And plant my 'Lovesome' garden in
A pot!"
-DoN MANKER

i
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· Letter To The Editor
~

Dear Editor:

r

A faithful friend has called
my attention to Pastor Goepfert's letter in your January issue. There is perhaps yet one
viewpoint missing in your discussion-that of the unbelieving
scientist.
When I was married, my husband was a graduate student in
physics at a large university. It
had been years since he had attended church; he was an agnostic. In the months after we
were married he attended services as frequently as possible.
He liked the order of service,
and he found our student pastor
who married us and baptized our
children understanding. Soon he
received his doctorate and we
moved from the university community.
It was when we had been
married four and a half years
that he felt he could honestly
join the Church. What a joyous
and spiritual Christmas we had
in 1954!
My husband is not a technician; there are no superiors outlining his work for him. With
several colleagues, he does basic
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research on age of the earth
problems. At the conclusion of
bs instruction period, he informed the pastor of our church
that while he could completely
accept the Gospel of Christ, he
could not agree with the doctrine of creation as outlined by
the pastor, i.e., that God created
the earth in six clays of twentyfour hours each, six to eight
thousand years ago. There was
some question as to whether this
should keep him from church
membership; finally the pastor
decided to confirm him.
Soon we began h e a r i n g
rumors. Also my husband was
appointed to committees and
then told that there had been a
mistake.
Ten months after my husband's confirmation I overheard
a conversation between the
pastor and another member of
the church. The rumors were
true! My husband was forbidden
to take any part in church activities except janitor work because he was a scientist. I do
not question the pastor's right to
take this action ; I do question
his right to accept my husband
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into church membership and
then, without informing him,
tell numerous members of th<;!
church that my husband did not
adhere to the doctrines of the
Lutheran Church and therefore
could take no active part in
it ....
Our happiness of Christmas,
1954, and my husband's tremendous enthusiasm to "be about
his Father's b us i n e s s" are
gone ....
We agree with Pastor Goepfert that the education of the
clergy should not exclude the
study of the Scriptures in order
to include survey courses in
sundry subjects. It is certainly
the primary duty of the clergy
to know, understand, explain,
and preach the Bible.
But there can be a pitfall.
Some aspects of learning can
seem very simple to a pastor who
knows little or nothing about
them. Pastor Goepfert mentions
.survey courses in science, medicine, finance, and sports. The
average pastor has some respect
for and understanding of the
latter three. But the biological
or physical scientist is not respectable in religious circles. Are
they not often referred to as the
devil's helpers who destroy the
faith of the people in the Bible?
What abo~t Genesis? Is not
the important fact about crea-

tion the fact that God created _.
the earth? The Christian geophysicist or astrophysicist who
uhderstands some of the intricacies of the universe does not seek "'"'
to do away with the Creator. To
the contrary, his research leads
him to a greater respect for and ~
appreciation of his Creator.
No reputable scientist says that
his theories are fact. Many .,..
theories in their theoretical state
are useful in explaining certain
phenomena and in making cer- •
tain predictions. Just as the physician strives continually for better ways of curing disease, so
does the scientist look for better ways of explaining his environment. Scientific knowledge is
ever changing and always growing. Thro4gh all this change, the ~
Bible stands, primarily to teach
man the way of salvation, and
secondarily to explain man's en- fvironment in terms of moral,
biological, or physical laws. Do
we require that God give us a ~
fundamental textbook in geology, astronomy, physics, psycholo- i
gy, end biology, as well as in \-theology?
And what about the scientist? 1
Is he an unbeliever? Are brick~
layers, mechanics, bankers, or
stenographers unbelievers? Some ~
are; some are not. Our pastors ,.
might be amazed if they knew
that a considerable number of
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-'-· scientists are church members.
Many of those who are not have
some church connection, some
, vague link through which they
indicate that they have not
turned their backs completely on
religion.
..; I can not help feeling that it
would be most pleasing to God
if our pastors could be exposed
~ to enough straightforward scientific theory from scientists, not
theologians, to be shaken from
., their many pat answers to scientific problems, answers taught to
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ministers by theologians which
scientists can easily demonstrate
are not true.. . Sc.ien tists do not
want pat answers. They want the
Gospel of Christ, and they want
to be allowed to receive it with
the same freedom as men in
other walks of life. The age of
the militant, atheistic scientist
has passed. The scientist has
found he has room in his life for
Jesus. Can the church answer
this missionary call?
Name Withheld by Request

DESERT CONTRASTS
The wind cries across the drifting sands;
Bends timid shrubs and trees before its blast; -Parched, naked branches lift mute hands
I

Toward bleak skies; -- the wind cries; -Cries1like a lost soul for its tortuous past.
But see, clasped close to Nature's breast
A multi-colored blanket lies;
In soft bewilderment at our surprise;
For to bright-hued desert flowers the wind
Sings only gentle lullabies.
-GRACE

R.
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VIGIL
\Vhisper who dares,
night is long, and the wind
rises along the shore. The wind
has left the plains and where
the people wait, the storm
whines from the crimson bay
and strikes my gate.
I am waiting tq hear the sound
of the waves on the sand,
I am waiting to see the shape of love
in the land.
The centuries died -then rose the western star. The free
unfettered eyes of liberty
blinked at an old world's pride
and dared be new
and dared be bold.
Still I await the love that lives not
in new lands
nor in the old.
- J : .MES BINNEY

L __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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P. 0. E.
Soldiers of life! Veterans of vital stress!
The Port of Embarkation waits for all!
Into a 'foreign· service! To not less
But greater fields! To that new bugle call
That summons men from darkness and duress.
This we know well: Death is the captain's name;
And our poor duffle bags, stuffe.d to the brim
With full equipment less the spirit's flame, .
Will be consigned some day in charge of him;
And all the trinkets we called skill and fame.

...,

...

While the great transport idles at the slip
Upon this bay where time-born waters flow
There shall lie quietly within the ship
Our skeletons or waxen forms below,
Of lipless bone or pale, immobile lip .
But when the supernatural bugles roll
Their note that clips the deep sleep of the dead
vVe'll rise to resurrection's aureole
And scan the new and timeless seas ahead
For landfall's continent or white atoll.
For we, with basic training finished here,
vVho rose alerted at the word to go.
Have Special Orders for another sphere
Of grand expanding, where as new as snow
The walls of undiscovered worlds appear.
-SAMUEL

M.

SARGENT

Occasionally at least, we like to
could do in our own particular a reas
talk in the CRESSET about what everyof interest-literature, th e arts, or
body else is talking about, and if
public affairs. Miss Laura Mu eller,
there is any one thing that everybody
still in her early twenties, did just A...
is talking about just now, it is the
that with her criticism of Doctor
younger generation. As to the value
Faustus. We suspect that not many of
of most of what is being said, it might
us, at her age, could have co me up 'r.
simply be observed that if factors of
with a critique as intelligent and as
morally sensitive as
s u p p I y and demand still govern
the one she has
written.
price, the price of
In choosing these
hogwash ought to
spokesmen for the
be at its lowest
under-30 g e n c r alevel in many years.
tion , we have not
What we have
attempted to gloss
tried to do in this
over, ma Pollyanna
issue 1s let t h e
way, the faults of .,.
younger generation
this new generaspeak for itself. The
tion . What we have
R ev. Mr. M a r t y
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and the Rev. Mr.
IS
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noisy and irrespon- ~
to and for their
sible
minority of
generation. Trained
our young people,
for the clergy, and
have passed an un- ~
now c n g a g e d in
fairly ge nera lized judgment upon a
doctoral study at the University of
whole ge neration.
Chicago, these men in their lives an d
Our congratulations to Pfc. Robert
thought are living correctives to the
E. Horn, form erly circulation man- ~
apparently general notion that th e
ager of the CRESSET, who on April 21
under-thirty generation spends all of
last was wedde d to a winsome wife,
its time either rocking and rolling or
Miss Jule Brockman. formerly of the 4honing the blades of th eir switchArmed Services Commission of the
blade knives.
L u th e r a n Church-Missouri Synod. I
Then, to round out the picture, we
Floreant!
asked one of the young women of
this generation to show us what she
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